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This report, prepared by foreign law specialists and analysts of the Law Library of Congress, offers a review of laws regulating the collection of intelligence in the European Union (EU) and selected EU Member States, namely Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, and the United Kingdom, and updates a report on the same topic issued by the Law Library of Congress in 2014. The previous survey of French legislation was substantially amended because of France’s new Law on Intelligence, which was passed in 2015. The most recent decisions of the European courts concerning mass surveillance and the validity of data retention activities undertaken by the European countries’ governments are reviewed in the EU survey, and measures aimed at the protection of personal data prescribed by a recently concluded US–EU agreement are analyzed. The individual country surveys also describe legislative proposals currently under consideration in the respective parliaments. These include the Investigatory Powers Bill in the United Kingdom, the Cybersecurity Law of Romania, and proposals to enhance the privacy of citizens’ communications in the Netherlands.

Because issues of national security are under the jurisdiction of individual EU Member States and are regulated by domestic legislation, individual country surveys provide examples of how the European nations control activities of their intelligence agencies and what restrictions are imposed on information collection. All EU Member States follow EU legislation on personal data protection, which is a part of the common European Union responsibility. The report concludes with a comprehensive overview of applicable EU legislation.

The surveys demonstrate efforts undertaken by individual countries to maintain a balance between law enforcement and national security needs on the one hand and rights to privacy and personal data protection on the other. There is no single, comprehensive legal regime that applies to matters of surveillance, interception of communications, and privacy protection in the countries surveyed. In all of the countries included in the report, intelligence functions are divided among general intelligence and security services, military and financial intelligence, and the police. While in some countries (Belgium, Netherlands, Portugal, and the United Kingdom) intelligence agencies work according to principles established by a comprehensive statute, in others (Germany, Romania, and Sweden) individual laws address specific issues for particular intelligence agencies, and separate legislative or regulatory acts authorize certain government institutions to conduct specific intelligence gathering activities. The report on France demonstrates the country’s ongoing transition to regulating the work of intelligence-collection agencies through a major law, as opposed to the prior approach of regulating such work through various executive decisions.

While the legislative bodies of the surveyed countries conduct general oversight of their respective intelligence agencies, parliamentary involvement varies greatly. Judicial oversight is generally limited to the consideration and issuance of warrants for surveillance. Special government bodies for reviewing the legality of interception surveillance and privacy issues have
also been created. These special bodies focus on how information is stored, shared among
security agencies within the country and abroad, destroyed, and made available to interested
individuals. Limitations on intelligence collection are established by national constitutions,
criminal procedure laws, and special legislation, and are aimed at the general defense of rights
and freedoms. They include restrictions in terms of the scope, duration, and subject matter of
surveillance activities. The use of special powers, including communications surveillance,
requires express permission from the Minister of Interior (Netherlands), issuance of a judicial
order (Romania), or an approval warrant authorized by the Secretary of State (United Kingdom).

All national laws of the surveyed countries provide for some checks to preserve individuals’
personal data and the privacy of electronic and telecommunications, and transpose European
Union directives into domestic law. At the same time, these measures are not always effective
with regard to privacy protection.
SUMMARY
The Law of 30 November 1998 Organizing the Intelligence and Security Services, as most recently amended in April 2016, establishes the general legislative framework within which Belgium’s intelligence agencies operate.

The Law of 30 November 1998 divides intelligence-gathering methods into three categories: “ordinary methods,” “specific methods” and “exceptional methods.” Ordinary methods tend to have the least impact on citizens’ privacy and may generally be used without authorization. If ordinary methods are insufficient, intelligence services may employ specific methods, which involve more extensive encroachments into privacy. Finally, exceptional methods, which are the most intrusive, may only be used to counter a grave threat. Attorneys, medical doctors, and journalists benefit from additional legal protections against the use of specific methods and exceptional methods.

The interception of communications falls into the category of exceptional methods. Such measures must be proportional to the seriousness of the threat and must be authorized by a special oversight commission. Service providers and network operators are required to cooperate with the intelligence agencies for the interception of communications. While the refusal to cooperate is punishable by fine, those who cooperate actively with the operation are offered monetary compensation. It appears that the service providers and network operators may not use or make available any form of encryption that they are not able to decrypt themselves.

Oversight of intelligence gathering is principally provided by an independent administrative commission. In addition to this administrative commission, the Belgian Parliament also oversees intelligence agencies through its Standing Intelligence Agencies Review Committee, which monitors and evaluates the legality of the methods used as well as their effectiveness.

I. Introduction
Belgium has two main intelligence services: the Sûreté de l’Etat (State Security) and the Service general du renseignement et de la sécurité (SGRS, General Intelligence and Security Service).1 The Sûreté de l’Etat is a civilian intelligence and security service that falls under the authority of the Minister of Justice, although it sometimes also works for the Minister of the Interior.2

---


2 Id.
contrast, the SGRS focuses on military intelligence, and falls under the authority of the Minister of Defense.\(^3\)

In addition, an interagency body was created in 2006 to assess the threat posed by terrorists and extremists against Belgium.\(^4\) This body, called the Organe de coordination pour l’analyse de la menace (OCAM, Coordination Unit for Threat Assessment), is placed under the joint authority of the Minister of the Interior and the Minister of Justice, and relies on information provided to it by the Sûreté de l’État, the SGRS, local and federal police, customs and tax authorities, the federal service for foreign affairs, and other Belgian government agencies.\(^5\) The OCAM then provides its analysis back to the agencies responsible for national security, so that they may act on the information as appropriate.\(^6\)

### II. Legislative Framework

The legislative framework within which Belgian intelligence agencies operate is principally provided by the Law of 30 November 1998 Organizing the Intelligence and Security Services (Loi du 30 novembre 1998 organique des services de renseignement et de sécurité).\(^7\) This Law has been amended several times since its initial adoption in 1998, with the most recent amendment occurring in April 2016.\(^8\) It applies to both agencies, and requires them to “respect and contribute to the protection of individual rights and freedoms, as well as to society’s democratic development.” Toward that purpose, this Law provides a basic legal framework for intelligence-gathering activities.

The Law of 30 November 1998 divides intelligence-gathering methods into three categories: ordinary, specific, and exceptional.\(^10\) “Ordinary methods” appear to be those that have the least impact on the privacy of Belgian citizens and residents, such as consulting publicly-available information, accessing and observing public spaces, obtaining information from human sources, or asking an electronic communications service provider about the identity of one of its

---

\(^3\) Id.


\(^5\) Id.

\(^6\) Id.


\(^9\) Loi du 30 novembre 1998, art. 2.

\(^10\) Id. arts. 14–18/17.
subscribers. These methods may generally be used by the agents of the intelligence agencies as a routine matter, without specific authorization. “Specific methods” involve more extensive encroachment into privacy, such as observing public spaces with the help of technical devices (which probably refers to microphones and recording devices), surveilling private spaces, identifying the sender and/or recipient of a postal letter or package, or asking an electronic communications service provider about the payment methods and timing of one of its subscribers. These intelligence-gathering methods may only be used if they are proportional to the potential threat being investigated and if ordinary methods are insufficient to obtain the information needed. Furthermore, specific methods may only be employed with the written authorization of the intelligence agency’s leader and after notifying a special oversight commission. Finally, “exceptional methods” are those that are the most intrusive on privacy, such as accessing computer systems; collecting information on bank accounts and bank transactions; or intercepting, listening to, and/or recording private communications. Deceitful practices such as having agents use fake identities are also considered exceptional methods. Exceptional methods must be used in a way that is proportional to the seriousness of the threat, and may only be used to counter a grave threat. Furthermore, an exceptional method may only be used if ordinary and specific methods are insufficient, and after obtaining prior approval from the special oversight commission.

Special protections exist for attorneys, doctors, and journalists. If a specific or exceptional method is deployed against a member of these professions, the president of the target’s professional organization (the Bar for attorneys, the National Council of the Medical College for doctors, or the Professional Journalists’ Association for journalists) must be informed. Furthermore, an exceptional method may only be deployed against a member of these professions if there is serious evidence that he/she has actively and personally participated in the grave threat being investigated.

---

11 Id. art. 14–18.
12 Id. art. 18/2.
13 Id. art. 18/3.
14 Id.
15 Id. art. 18/2.
16 Id.
17 Id. art. 18/9.
18 Id.
19 Id. art. 18/2.
20 Id. art. 19/9.
III. Interception of Communications

Article 18/17 of the Law of 30 November 1998 provides that intelligence services may “listen to, gain knowledge of, and record communications” in order to fulfill their missions.\(^{21}\) Since secretly accessing, listening to, or recording private communications fall into the exceptional method category described above, an intelligence service must obtain prior authorization from the special oversight commission before employing these measures.\(^{22}\) When an intelligence service has obtained the required authorization to conduct this kind of surveillance on an electronic communications network, it can serve a written demand to the network operator or the service provider, upon which the network operator or service provider is required to give technical assistance to the intelligence service.\(^{23}\) Any person who refuses to give technical assistance pursuant to a properly-authorized demand is punishable by a fine of between €26 and €10,000 (about US$30 to US$11,364).\(^{24}\) On the other hand, companies and individuals who cooperate in giving technical assistance are paid for their services on the basis of government-established rates.\(^{25}\)

The principal statute governing electronic communications in Belgium requires that network operators as well as end users be capable of allowing the authorities to “listen to, gain knowledge of, and record” communications.\(^{26}\) A Royal Order from 2010 includes electronic communications service providers alongside network operators as being required to have the technical ability to provide clear and readable (decoded, decompressed, and decrypted) copies of communications requested by Belgian intelligence services.\(^{27}\) It appears, in other words, that service providers and network operators may not use or make available any form of encryption that they would be unable to decrypt themselves.

IV. Oversight

The Law of 30 November 1998 created an administrative commission to oversee the activities of the Sûreté de l’Etat and the SGRS.\(^{28}\) As discussed in Part II above, this administrative commission must be notified every time an intelligence service employs a specific method, and its prior approval is necessary for an intelligence service to use an exceptional method. The

---

\(^{21}\) Id. art. 18/17.

\(^{22}\) Id. art. 43/1.

\(^{23}\) Id. art. 18/17.

\(^{24}\) Id.

\(^{25}\) Id. art. 18/18.


\(^{28}\) Id. art. 43/1.
commission is independent, and is composed of three members and three alternates. Two of
the three members, and two of the alternates, must be judges. The commission members are
appointed for a period of five years, renewable twice.

In addition to the administrative commission, oversight over both intelligence agencies is
exercised by the Belgian Parliament through the Comité permanent de contrôle des services de
renseignements et de sécurité (Standing Intelligence Agencies Review Committee), also known
as the Comité permanent R (R Standing Committee). This Committee monitors and assesses
the legality of the means employed by the Belgian intelligence agencies. Additionally, this
Committee evaluates the effectiveness of Belgian intelligence as well as the level of coordination
between the intelligence agencies. The R Standing Committee publishes yearly reports on its
activity (though the latest available one, as of the writing of this report, is for 2014). It also
publishes some of its investigative reports and a few of its advisory opinions.
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SUMMARY While a number of intelligence agencies operate in France, large-scale communications interception is carried out primarily by the Directorate General on Exterior Security under the Ministry of Defense, and the metadata collected is shared within the French intelligence network. All of the existing intelligence agencies were originally created by executive action. The adoption of the Law on Intelligence, promulgated in July 2015, establishes a coherent and comprehensive legislative framework to regulate the activities of the intelligence agencies.

The interception of communications is principally governed by the Code of Domestic Security, as amended by recent laws such as the Law on Intelligence and the Law on International Electronic Communications Measures. The legislation recognizes privacy guarantees but also provides for the interception of communications in circumstances where national security and other safety-related concerns are at issue. The Prime Minister may authorize interception when proposed by specified ministers. Such authorizations are time limited. The information collected must be destroyed when no longer needed for a recognized purpose. Intelligence agencies may also obtain certain technical information directly from telephone and Internet service providers. Oversight of interception surveillance is provided by the National Commission for the Control of Intelligence Techniques, but this Commission’s recommendations do not appear to be binding. Parliamentary requests for classified information are routinely rejected and the French Parliament has no inherent right to hear or question members of the intelligence services.

I. Introduction

The legislative framework for French intelligence services has changed drastically in the last year. Up until July 2015, France was one of the only Western democracies without a comprehensive and coherent legal framework to govern the activities of its intelligence services.1 Addressing this issue, the French government adopted the Law on Intelligence on July 24, 2015.2 The provisions of this Law were incorporated into the existing codes of French law, mainly the Code de la sécurité intérieur (Code of Domestic Security).

France has six intelligence agencies. Three fall under the authority of the Ministry of Defense: the Direction générale de la sécurité extérieure (DGSE, Directorate General on Exterior Security),

---


the Direction du renseignement militaire (DRM, Directorate on Military Intelligence), and the Direction de la protection et de la sécurité de la défense (DPSD, Directorate on Defense Protection and Security). Two agencies fall under the authority of the Ministry of Finance: the Cellule de traitement du renseignement et action contre les circuits financiers clandestins (TRACFIN, Service Against the Laundering of Capital and the Financing of Terrorism) and the Direction nationale du renseignement et des enquêtes douanières (DNRED, National Directorate on Customs Intelligence and Investigations). Finally, the Ministry of the Interior has an intelligence service as well, the Direction centrale du renseignement intérieur (DCRI, Central Directorate on Domestic Intelligence).³

It appears that large-scale communications interception is done mainly by the DGSE, which systematically collects all telephone and electronic communications metadata in France, according to news reports.⁴ The DGSE appears to share the collected metadata with the other French intelligence agencies.⁵

II. Legislative Framework

The six main intelligence agencies mentioned above were all created by decisions of the executive branch rather than by legislation. The DGSE, DPSD, DRM, DCRI, and TRACFIN were all created by decrees, and the DNRED was created by an arrêté (executive decision).⁶ Only in 2011 did the French Parliament provide some legislative basis for the creation of these agencies, by adopting a law stating that “specialized intelligence services . . . are appointed by executive decision of the Prime Minister.”⁷

Prior to the adoption of the Law on Intelligence, French intelligence agencies operated within an ill-defined legal framework. A 2013 parliamentary report had noted that many of France’s intelligence agencies operated in a very blurry “paralegal” or “extralegal” environment, despite


⁵ Id.

⁶ COMMISSION DES LOIS CONSTITUTIONNELLES, DE LA LEGISLATION ET DE L’ADMINISTRATION GENERALE DE LA REPUBLIQUE, supra note 3, at 15–16.

some efforts by the legislative branch to provide a better framework. The regulation of French intelligence agencies rested on many decrees, executive decisions, circulars, and instructions that are classified. These regulations (decrees, executive decisions, etc.) do not have the same legal authority as duly enacted legislation.

The Law on Intelligence aims to establish a unified legal framework for the activities of intelligence services. Although the adoption of the Law was probably accelerated by the intensity of the threat of terrorism and, in particular, the January 2015 attacks in France, the government emphasized that it was the result of thorough reflection and not enacted under the pressure of any specific urgent situation.

The Law on Intelligence has two main objectives. First, the Law aims to strengthen the means of action of intelligence agencies by authorizing intelligence services to use newly developed techniques as well as techniques that were previously reserved for the police, such as location tracking, interception of communications, and covert sound recording (“bugging”). Second, the Law aims to guarantee the protection of civil liberties and the right to privacy. By establishing a precise legal framework that authorizes intelligence agencies to use the necessary techniques for intelligence gathering, the Law ensures a balance between the reinforced security of citizens and the protection of their individual freedoms.

The Law on Intelligence authorizes intelligence agencies to exercise their powers exclusively in those cases that the law deems as necessary for reasons of public interest, within the limits prescribed by law, and with respect for the principle of proportionality. Furthermore, the Law defines the missions that the intelligence agencies may pursue and states the exclusive purposes

---


9 Id. at 17.


11 Press Release, supra note 1, at 8.


for which the intelligence services may justify the use of their powers.\textsuperscript{15} The Law also specifies the conditions under which each intelligence-gathering technique may be used.\textsuperscript{16}

III. Interception of Communications

Before the adoption of the Law on Intelligence, the interception of communications was already governed by certain provisions of the Code of Domestic Security. However, the Law on Intelligence substantially broadens the legal framework surrounding the interception of communications and the collection of metadata.\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, another law was adopted in November 2015 to govern the interception of electronic correspondence emitted or received abroad.\textsuperscript{18} Like the provisions of the Law on Intelligence, the provisions of this law on interception were also incorporated into the Code of Domestic Security.

The right to privacy, particularly the secrecy of correspondence, is in principle guaranteed by the Code.\textsuperscript{19} Privacy may only be violated by the government when it is necessary and in the public interest, as defined by law.\textsuperscript{20} Consequently, intelligence agencies may only exercise their powers to

- protect national independence, the integrity of the territory, and provide for the national defense;
- defend major interests in foreign policy and the execution of France’s commitments to Europe and internationally;
- prevent all forms of foreign interference;
- defend the major economic, industrial, and scientific interests of France;
- prevent terrorism;
- prevent attacks on the republican form of institutions;

\textsuperscript{15} URVOAS, \textit{supra} note 10, at 14; Loi No. 2015-912 du 24 juillet 2015 relative au renseignement art. 2; CODE DE LA SECURITE INTERIEURE arts. L811-1 to L811-3, \url{https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000030935034&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000025503132&dateTexte=20160610}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/4LRT-2NFK}.


\textsuperscript{17} ASSEMBLEE NATIONALE, \textit{supra} note 12.


\textsuperscript{19} CODE DE LA SECURITE INTERIEURE art. L801-1.

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.}
• prevent actions for the maintenance or reorganization of banned groups, such as armed militias, terrorist organizations, or hate groups;
• prevent collective violence that greatly disrupts public peace;
• prevent crime and organized crime; and
• prevent the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.\textsuperscript{21}

It appears that the term “electronic communications” includes communications by telephone, fax, and email.\textsuperscript{22} The authorization to intercept electronic communications may be given only by written order of the Prime Minister; by direct collaborators entitled to national defense secrets who are specifically chosen by the Prime Minister, upon the written and reasoned proposal of either the Minister of Defense, Minister of the Interior, or Minister in Charge of Customs; or by direct collaborators specifically chosen by these ministers.\textsuperscript{23} This authorization is valid for a maximum of four months, but may be renewed by the same procedure under which it was initially granted.\textsuperscript{24} Only information relevant to one of the purposes provided by the Code and enumerated above may be transcribed from the intercepted communications, and any recording must be destroyed after thirty days.\textsuperscript{25} Transcriptions must be destroyed as soon as they are no longer necessary for the purposes enumerated above.\textsuperscript{26} Furthermore, the Prime Minister sets, by decree, the maximum number of communications interceptions that may be simultaneously conducted at any given time.\textsuperscript{27} This number was set at 2,700 in 2015.\textsuperscript{28}

The Law also extends the possible target of an interception to include people close to the individuals for whom an authorization was given, if there are serious reasons to believe that they can supply information.\textsuperscript{29} Intelligence agencies may also obtain directly from telephone and Internet service providers the type of technical information that may be found on a telecommunications bill: the service subscriber’s identity, the location of the subscriber’s

\begin{thebibliography}{12}
\bibitem{} Id. art. L811-3.
\bibitem{} Commission des lois constitutionnelles, de la législation et de l’administration générale de la République, supra note 3, at 18–22.
\bibitem{} Id. art. L821-4.
\bibitem{} Id. art. L822-3.
\bibitem{} Id. arts. L852-1, https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do;jsessionid=1C72447446E6D4F800C3DBF629B8697A.tpdtla23v_2?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000030935846&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000025503132&dateTexte=20160611, archived at https://perma.cc/A839-EYBD.
\bibitem{} Code de la sécurité interne art. L852-1.
\end{thebibliography}
terminal equipment, the calls made and/or received, and the date and duration of these communications.\(^{30}\)

Interception of communications emitted or received outside of France may be authorized for the purpose enumerated in article L811-3 of the Code of Domestic Security.\(^{31}\) However, intelligence agencies may not use such a measure as a means to monitor individuals, unless such individuals are communicating from outside of France and pose a threat to the fundamental interests of the nation, or unless an authorization for the interception of their communications within France was already in place.\(^{32}\) The Prime Minister is to designate, in a reasoned decision, the networks of electronic communications for which the interception of electronic correspondence and data emitted or received outside of France may be authorized.\(^{33}\)

Other means of covertly gathering intelligence, such as placing microphones (“bugs”) in a private location or vehicle, secretly taking pictures or video footage, or capturing computer data, may also be authorized under similar conditions, and following similar procedures, as for the interception of communications.\(^{34}\) The restrictions imposed by the Code of Domestic Security tend to be somewhat more restrictive for these methods, however. For example, the authorization to place a recording device in a private location is valid for two months instead of four,\(^{35}\) and the authorization to covertly access data on a computer system is valid only for a period of thirty days.\(^{36}\)

IV. Oversight

The main body responsible for the oversight of interception surveillance is the Commission nationale de contrôle des techniques de renseignement (CNCTR), National Commission for the Control of Intelligence Techniques).\(^{37}\) The CNCTR was instituted by the Law on Intelligence, replacing what used to be the Commission nationale pour les interceptions de securité (CNCIS, National Commission for Security Interceptions).\(^{38}\) Requests for authorizations to intercept a


\(^{32}\) Id.


\(^{34}\) Id. arts. L853-1 to L853-3, https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA000030935962&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000025503132&dateTexte=20160611, archived at https://perma.cc/DS34-NXPR.

\(^{35}\) Id. art. L853-1.

\(^{36}\) Id. art. L853-2.


\(^{38}\) Loi No. 2015-912 du 24 juillet 2015 relative au renseignement art. 21.
person’s communications must be sent to the CNCTR, which is to provide its opinion to the Prime Minister.\(^{39}\) In the case of absolute urgency, and only for reasons concerning national independence, the integrity of the territory and national defense, and the prevention of terrorism or attacks on the republican form of institutions, review by the CNCTR can be omitted, although the CNCTR must still be informed as quickly as possible.\(^{40}\) The CNCTR’s decisions are not legally binding, but if the Prime Minister authorizes an interception of communications contrary to a CNCTR decision, he/she must provide an explanation as to why the CNCTR’s advice was not followed.\(^{41}\) Furthermore, if an intelligence-gathering operation involves breaking into a private residence (for example, to place or retrieve a secret recording device), authorization may not be given without first consulting with the CNCTR.\(^{42}\) If the Prime Minister decides to authorize the operation after a negative opinion on the part of the CNCTR, the latter may immediately appeal to the Conseil d’Etat (Council of State, the highest administrative court).\(^{43}\)

The CNCTR is composed of nine members, including two senators and two members of the National Assembly.\(^{44}\) Beyond these four seats on the CNCTR, parliamentary oversight over intelligence activities appears to be quite weak. Indeed, requests for classified documents from parliamentary committees tend to be rejected, and members of the French Parliament have no general right to hear or question members of the intelligence services.\(^{45}\)

\(^{39}\) CODE DE LA SECURITE INTERIEURE art. L821-3.

\(^{40}\) Id. art. L821-5.

\(^{41}\) Id. art. L821-4.

\(^{42}\) Id. art. L853-3.

\(^{43}\) Id.

\(^{44}\) Id. art. L831-1, https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCodeArticle.do;jsessionid=1C72447446E6D4F800C3DBF629B8697A.tpdiila23v_2?idArticle=LEGIARTI000030935078&cidTexte=LEGITEXT000025503132&dateTexte=20160611, archived at https://perma.cc/LVV5-4H2H.
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SUMMARY

Germany maintains a strict separation between intelligence and law enforcement/police agencies. Intelligence agencies are therefore prohibited from using police powers to gather information. There are three intelligence agencies at the federal level, two of which focus on domestic intelligence, whereas the third one, the Federal Intelligence Service, focuses on foreign intelligence. Intelligence gathering in Germany is regulated by the acts establishing the three federal intelligence agencies and the Act to Restrict the Privacy of Correspondence, Mail, and Telecommunications. The expanded powers of the law enforcement and police agencies to maintain national security are contained in the Act on the Federal Criminal Police Office, the Act on the Federal Police, the Act on the Customs Investigation Bureau and the Customs Investigation Offices, and the Code of Criminal Procedure. The intelligence and law enforcement agencies may access, intercept, and request stored communications data, subject to limits specified in applicable laws. The intelligence agencies are subject to extensive administrative as well as parliamentary oversight, which includes several specialized parliamentary control panels but also general parliamentary oversight.

I. Introduction

In Germany, the task of maintaining national security is divided between the intelligence and the law enforcement and police agencies. Because Germany is a federation, there are federal as well as state agencies. In addition, there is a strict separation between intelligence and police agencies, although their areas of responsibility might overlap nonetheless.

The strict separation was established after the Second World War in order to prevent an accumulation of police and intelligence powers in an agency like the Nazi’s Secret State Police (Gestapo). The Allied Occupation Forces made the separation a precondition of approval of the German Basic Law,¹ the country’s constitution, which provides for the establishment of police and law enforcement agencies as well as an intelligence agency.² The law therefore states that


the intelligence agencies are not authorized to use force or other types of police powers to gather information.  

The three existing federal intelligence agencies are the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, BfV), the Military Counter-Intelligence Service (Militärischer Abschirmdienst, MAD), and the Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst, BND). The BfV and the MAD gather domestic intelligence, whereas the BND focuses on foreign intelligence.

In addition, following the September 11 terrorist attacks and the subsequent terrorist attacks in Madrid and London, federal law enforcement/police agencies were also given preventive powers to protect against “homegrown terrorists,” including, among other things, the authority to intercept communications. Agencies granted such powers include the Federal Criminal Police Office, the Federal Police, and the Customs Investigation Bureau and Customs Investigation Offices.

On April 20, 2016, however, the German Federal Constitutional Court ruled that the Act on the Federal Criminal Police Office was partially unconstitutional, because various provisions that deal with the investigative powers of the Federal Criminal Police Office for fighting international terrorism were not proportional. The Court criticized the legal requirements for carrying out covert surveillance measures as too broad and unspecific and held that the norms allowing the transfer of data to third-party authorities and to authorities in third countries lacked sufficient

---


legal restrictions. The provisions that were declared unconstitutional will mainly remain in force, subject to restrictions, up to and including June 30, 2018.\(^7\)

In June 2016, in reaction to terrorist attacks in Paris and Istanbul, the Federal Government published a draft act which would amend several laws in order to improve information sharing between national and foreign agencies fighting international terrorism. Among other things, the act would establish a common database for the BfV and foreign intelligence agencies and expand the powers of the BND and of the Federal Police.\(^8\)

II. Intelligences Agencies

A. Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV)

The BfV is an executive agency that falls under the authority of the Federal Ministry of the Interior.\(^9\) Its purpose is to protect the free democratic order and the existence and the security of the Federation and the German states.\(^10\) The law provides that the BfV is required to cooperate with its counterparts at the state level to ensure the protection of the constitution.\(^11\)

The agency focuses its work on fighting and collecting information on politically motivated crimes (left- and right-wing extremism); Islamist terrorism and other extremist efforts of foreigners posing a threat to national security; espionage, including cyber espionage and industrial espionage; and the Scientology Organization.\(^12\)

According to section 3 of the Act on the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, the agencies for the protection of the constitution are tasked with the collection and analysis of information, intelligence, and documents relating to individuals or subject matter, concerning

---


\(^10\) Id. § 1, para. 1.

\(^11\) Id. § 1, para. 2.
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• efforts
  o directed against the free democratic order; or
  o threatening the existence or the security of the federation or one of its states; or
  o aimed at unlawfully hampering constitutional bodies of the federation or one of its states or their members in the performance of their duties; or
  o jeopardizing external relations of Germany through the use of violence or preparation thereof; or
  o directed against the idea of international understanding (art. 9, para. 2 of the German Basic Law), in particular against the peaceful coexistence of nations (art. 26, para. 1 of the German Basic Law); or concerning

• activities threatening national security or intelligence activities carried out on behalf of a foreign power (counterintelligence).

In addition, the agencies for the protection of the constitution participate in security vetting procedures for persons working in sensitive areas.13

When the requirements of section 3 of the Act on the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution are fulfilled, the agency may use confidential informants, surveillance, telecommunications surveillance, image and sound recordings, false documents, and false vehicle license plates in order to gather intelligence.14 It may also request information from postal or telecommunication services, financial institutions, airlines, and Internet service providers.15

B. Military Counter-Intelligence Service (MAD)

The MAD forms part of the Federal Ministry of Defense. Its purpose and tasks are similar to the BfV, but with the difference that it focuses on efforts and activities that target personnel, departments, or facilities of the Federal Ministry of Defense and are carried out by individuals who are members of, or are employed by the ministry of defense and its agencies.16 Section 3 of the Military Counter-Intelligence Service Act provides that the BfV and the MAD are required to cooperate closely and to provide mutual support and assistance.

Even though the MAD generally focuses on gathering domestic intelligence, as an exception, it is also authorized to collect and analyze information during the course of special foreign

14 Id. § 8a.
15 Id. § 8a.
16 Act on the Military Counter-Intelligence Service § 1.
assignments of the German Federal Armed Forces or during the course of humanitarian missions.\textsuperscript{17} Other foreign intelligence gathering is prohibited.\textsuperscript{18}

C. Federal Intelligence Service (BND)

The BND reports directly to the federal chancellery and is generally the only intelligence agency authorized to gather foreign intelligence.\textsuperscript{19} For this purpose, it collects and analyzes information that is of importance for German foreign and security policy.\textsuperscript{20} It is also authorized to request information from postal or telecommunication services, financial institutions, airlines, and Internet service providers, as well as information required for the performance of its functions, including personal data, from every authority, and to inspect official registers.\textsuperscript{21}

The intelligence objectives of the BND are defined by the mission statement of the federal government. The mission statement currently focuses on proliferation, international terrorism, failing states, and conflicts over natural resources. Regions that it currently prioritizes are the Near and Middle East, North Africa, and West and Central Asia.\textsuperscript{22}

III. Legislative Framework

The work of the intelligence agencies is undertaken in accordance with the legislative framework of the Act on the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, the Act on the Military Counter-Intelligence Service, the Act on the Federal Intelligence Service, and the Act to Restrict the Privacy of Correspondence, Mail, and Telecommunications (Article 10 Act).\textsuperscript{23}

For law enforcement and police agencies, authorizations are contained in the Act on the Federal Criminal Police Office, the Act on the Federal Police, the Act on the Customs Investigation Bureau and the Customs Investigation Offices, and the Code of Criminal Procedure.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{17} Id. § 14.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. § 14, para. 1, sentence 3.
\textsuperscript{19} Act on the Federal Intelligence Service §§ 1, 12.
\textsuperscript{20} Id.
\textsuperscript{21} Id. § 2a, § 8, para. 3.
\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Auftragsprofil der Bundesregierung [Mission Statement of the Federal Government], Bundesnachrichtendienst [Federal Intelligence Service], http://www.bnd.bund.de/DE/Auftrag/Aufgaben/Auftragsprofil_der_Bundesregierung/Auftragsprofil_node.html} (last visited June 3, 2016), archived at http://perma.cc/72PM-73VV.
IV. Interception and Transmission of Communications

Article 10 of the German Basic Law provides that the privacy of correspondence, mail, and telecommunications is inviolable. Restrictions may only be imposed pursuant to law. If the restriction serves to protect the free, democratic order or the existence or security of the German federation or of a German state, the law may provide that the affected person will not be informed of the measure.

The abovementioned German intelligence and law enforcement agencies have been authorized to access, intercept, and request stored communications data. This authority and its limits are delineated in article 10 of the Basic Law as noted above, in the specific acts establishing the agencies, in the Article 10 Act, and in the Telecommunications Act.25

The German Federal Constitutional Court has held that the transmission of subscriber data by telecommunications providers to a requesting agency is only permissible if there is a legal norm authorizing the agency to request the data and an additional legal norm obligating the telecommunications provider to transfer the data (“double door model”).26 If the agency is authorized by law to request communications data, the Telecommunications Act requires telecommunications providers to immediately comply with such a request. “Telecommunications providers” are defined as anyone who exclusively or occasionally provides telecommunications services or who contributes to the provision of such services.27

Anyone who operates a telecommunications network that provides publicly available telecommunications services to more than ten thousand participants is obligated to install a surveillance system that complies with the technical requirements set out in the Telecommunications Surveillance Directive and the technical guideline adopted by the German Federal Network Agency.28 Telecommunications providers must ensure that they are at all times

---


27 Telecommunications Act, § 3, no. 6.

capable of being informed by telephone of incoming requests and their urgency, and that they are able to accept and process such requests during regular business hours.\textsuperscript{29}

V. Oversight

The intelligence agencies are subject to administrative as well as parliamentary oversight. There are several specialized parliamentary control panels that were set up to scrutinize the work of the intelligence agencies, but they are also subject to the general framework of parliamentary oversight.

A. Parliamentary Oversight

1. Parliamentary Control Panel (PKGr)

Article 45d of the German Basic Law provides that the German Parliament must appoint a panel to scrutinize the federal intelligence activities. Based on this constitutional provision, the Parliament enacted the Act on the Parliamentary Control of the Intelligence Activities of the Federation, which established the Parliamentary Control Panel (PKGr).\textsuperscript{30} The PKGr oversees the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, the Military Counter-Intelligence Service, and the Federal Intelligence Service.

The members of the PKGr are appointed by the Parliament from among their members; the Parliament also decides the number of members, the composition, and the PKGr’s working methods.\textsuperscript{31} The Parliamentary Control Panel currently has nine members.\textsuperscript{32} The deliberations of the PKGr are conducted in secret.\textsuperscript{33}

The federal government is required to disclose comprehensive information on the general activities of the federal intelligence services and of activities of particular importance to the Panel, as well as on other procedures if requested by the PKGr.\textsuperscript{34} Furthermore, the PKGr may require the federal government and the federal intelligence agencies to release files and other documents in official safekeeping and to transmit data stored in data files. It may also obtain access to all official premises and interview members of the intelligence services and the federal

\textsuperscript{29} Telecommunications Surveillance Directive § 12.


\textsuperscript{31} Parliamentary Control Panel Act § 2.

\textsuperscript{32} Mitglieder des Parlamentarischen Kontrollgremiums (PKGr) [Members of the Parliamentary Control Panel (PKGr)], DEUTSCHER BUNDESTAG [GERMAN PARLIAMENT], http://www.bundestag.de/bundestag/gremien18/pkgr/mitglieder/261126 (last visited June 3, 2016), archived at http://perma.cc/GN62-WFLQ.

\textsuperscript{33} Id. § 10.

\textsuperscript{34} Parliamentary Control Panel Act § 4.
government. The courts and public authorities are required to provide legal and administrative assistance.\footnote{Id. § 5.}

In addition, the Act on the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution,\footnote{Act on the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution § 8a, para. 6.} the Act on the Military Counter-Intelligence Service,\footnote{Act on the Military Counter-Intelligence Service § 14, paras. 6, 7.} and the Article 10 Act\footnote{Article 10 Act § 14.} also contain special notification requirements.

The PKGr reports to the German Parliament on its oversight activities halfway through and at the end of each electoral term.\footnote{Parliamentary Control Panel Act § 13.} The reports are publicly available in the Parliamentary Material Information System (DIP).\footnote{The latest report for the period between November 2013 and December 2015 was published in March 2016. See DEUTSCHER BUNDESTAG: DRUCKSACHEN UND PROTOKOLLE [BT-DRS.] 18/7962, http://dipbt.bundestag.de/doc/btd/18/079/1807962.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/LU7G-PCS7.}

\section*{2. Article 10 Commission}

Restrictions on the privacy of mail and telecommunications undertaken by the federal intelligence agencies pursuant to article 10 of the German Basic Law are monitored by the Article 10 Commission.\footnote{Article 10 Act § 1, para. 2, § 15.} The Article 10 Commission is appointed by the Parliamentary Control Panel and is composed of four members. The chairperson must be qualified to hold judicial office. In addition, there are four alternate members who may take part in the meetings with the right to speak and to ask questions.\footnote{Id. § 15.}

The G10 Commission decides ex officio or on the basis of complaints whether restrictions on the privacy of mail and telecommunications are permissible and necessary. The oversight extends to the entire scope of collecting, processing, and using the personal data obtained pursuant to the Article 10 Act by the federal intelligence agencies.\footnote{Id. § 15, para. 5.}

Before a restriction on the privacy of mail and telecommunications can be enforced, the federal ministry in charge has the obligation to report every month to the Article 10 Commission and to request approval. In cases of imminent danger, a restriction may be enforced without prior approval. Approval must be obtained without undue delay.\footnote{Id. § 15, para. 6.}
3. *Confidential Committee of the Budget Committee*

The operating budgets of the federal intelligence agencies are not submitted to the general budget committee, but approved by a special committee called the Confidential Committee of the Budget Committee, which works under conditions of secrecy. The members are elected by the German Parliament according to the process used for the election of the members of the PKGr. The Federal Budget Code provides that the Confidential Committee of the Budget Committee has the same control rights as the PKGr laid down in sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, and 13 of the Parliamentary Control Panel Act. These rights include access to files and data stored in data files, access to all official premises, and the right to interview members of the intelligence services and the federal government.

The PKGr and the Confidential Committee are obligated to consult with and advise each other in order to avoid oversight gaps.

4. *General Parliamentary Oversight*

In addition, the work of the federal intelligence agencies is subject to general parliamentary oversight. This includes responding to requests from committees of inquiry and other specialized committees, answering questions in general debates and in debates on matters of topical interest, and answering formalized requests (interpellations) from minority groupings and individual members of Parliament. The Federal Constitutional Court has held that communications concerning contacts with foreign intelligence services cannot be withheld from a committee of inquiry by generally invoking the interests of the state; instead, specific reasons must be given.

**B. Administrative Oversight**

1. *Administrative and Technical Supervision by Competent Federal Ministry*

The Federal Chancellery as well as the Federal Ministry of the Interior and the Federal Ministry of Defense are authorized to request statements and issue instructions for the respective intelligence agency under their supervision.

---


46 *FEDERAL BUDGET CODE* § 10a, para. 2.

47 Parliamentary Control Panel Act § 9, para. 1.

48 *Id.* § 1, para. 2.

49 Basic Law art. 44.

50 *Id.* art. 43, para. 1.

51 *Id.* art. 38, para. 1, sentence 2, art. 20, para. 2, sentence 2.

2. **Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information**

The Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information monitors compliance of the federal intelligent agencies with data protection laws, in particular the Federal Data Protection Act, but also with the special data provisions contained in the acts establishing the federal intelligence agencies. The Commissioner has no powers with regard to data collected through mail and telecommunications surveillance. In these cases, responsibility lies solely with the Article 10 Commission.

The Commissioner is appointed by the German Parliament on a proposal from the federal government for a five-year term. He or she is independent in the discharge of his or her duties and subject only to the law.

3. **Federal Court of Audit**

The Federal Court of Audit determines if public finances have been properly spent and efficiently administered. A body called the “College of Three” composed of the president or vice president of the Court of Audit, the head of the unit, and the responsible audit director is in charge of the audit of the federal intelligence agencies’ budgets. The College of Three informs the Confidential Committee of the Budget Committee, the PKGr, the federal ministry supervising the intelligence agency, and the Federal Ministry of Finance about the results of the audit of the annual account and the budgetary and economic management of the respective federal intelligence agency.

---


54 Federal Act on Protection of the Constitution §§ 14, 15, 22a; Act on the Federal Intelligence Service §§ 2, 9a, 10.

55 Federal Data Protection Act § 22.

56 Id. § 22, para. 4.


58 Federal Budget Code § 10a, para. 3.
SUMMARY  Constitutional principles guarantee the protection of personal data in Portugal, including its collection and use, and the privacy of a person’s home and communications. An information system composed of intelligence services and supervisory bodies is in charge of producing intelligence for the purpose of defending national interests. European Union Directives have been transposed into the country’s domestic legal system to regulate the protection of personal data and privacy in the telecommunications and electronic communications sectors.

I. Constitutional Principles

The protection of personal data used in connection with information technology is a fundamental right guaranteed by the Portuguese Constitution of 1976. The law must establish effective guarantees against the acquisition and abusive use, or use that is contrary to human dignity, of information concerning individuals and families. The home and the privacy of correspondence and other private means of communication are inviolable. Any interference by public authorities with correspondence, telecommunications, or other means of communication is prohibited, except in cases provided by law on matters of criminal procedure.

II. Information System of the Portuguese Republic

In Portugal, intelligence activities are coordinated by the Information System of the Portuguese Republic (Sistema de Informações da República Portuguesa, SIRP). Law No. 30 of September 5, 1984, establishes the general basis of SIRP. The purposes of SIRP are reflected exclusively in the powers and prerogatives of the information services provided for in Law No. 30. These information services are responsible for ensuring, in compliance with the Constitution and the law, the production of information necessary for the preservation of internal and external security, as well as the independence and national interests, unity, and integrity of the state.

---

2 Id. art. 26(2).
3 Id. art. 34(1).
4 Id. art. 34(4).
6 Id. art. 2(1).
7 Id. art. 2(2).
Among the bodies created to achieve the purposes of Law No. 30 are the Strategic Information Service of Defense (Serviço de Informações Estratégicas de Defesa, SIED)\(^8\) and the Security Information Service (Serviço de Informações de Segurança, SIS).\(^9\) SIED is in charge of producing information that may assist in safeguarding national independence, national interests, and the external security of the country,\(^10\) while SIS is in charge of producing information to assist in safeguarding internal security and the prevention of sabotage; terrorism; espionage; and the performance of acts that, by their nature, may alter or destroy the state as constitutionally established.\(^11\)

Law No. 30 determines that activities that involve researching, processing, and disseminating information that poses a threat or violates the rights, freedoms, and guarantees embedded in the Constitution and the law cannot be carried out.\(^12\) Accordingly, the information services are subject to all the restrictions established by law in defense of rights and freedoms.\(^13\) Each information service may develop research activities and process information related only to its specific mission, without prejudice to the obligation to mutually communicate data and information that may be relevant to the achievement of SIRP’s purposes.\(^14\)

Civil or military employees or agents of the information services provided for in Law No. 30 are not authorized to exercise powers, perform actions, or carry out activities under the specific jurisdiction of the courts and bodies with police functions.\(^15\) The information services may have data centers consistent with the nature of the service, which must process and save on magnetic files the data and information collected in the course of their business.\(^16\) Each data center works autonomously and is not permitted to be connected with other data centers.\(^17\)

### III. European Union Directives and Domestic Laws

In 1995, the European Union issued Directive 95/46/EC on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data.\(^18\) During

---

8 Id. art. 7(e).
9 Id. art. 7(f).
11 Lei No. 30/84, art. 21; see also Lei No. 9/2007, art. 33.
12 Lei No. 30/84, art. 3(1).
13 Id. art. 3(2).
14 Id. art. 3(3).
15 Id. art. 4(1).
16 Id. art. 23(1); see also Lei No. 9/2007, arts. 41–43.
17 Lei No. 30/84, art. 23(2).
Portugal’s Constitutional Review of 1997, article 35 of the Constitution was amended to enable an adequate transposition of Directive No. 95/46/EC into Portugal’s Constitutional Charter.\(^{19}\) Subsequently, Law No. 67 of October 26, 1998, which transposed Directive No. 95/46/EC into Portugal’s domestic legislation, was enacted as the new law on the protection of personal data.\(^{20}\)

Law No. 41 of August 18, 2004, transposed Directive 2002/58/EC on Privacy and Electronic Communications into Portugal’s domestic legislation.\(^{21}\) Law No. 41 applies to the processing of personal data in the context of networks and electronic communication services available to the public, specifying and supplementing the provisions of Law No. 67/98.\(^{22}\)

The processing of personal data referring to philosophical or political beliefs, political party or union membership, religious faith, private life, and racial or ethnic origin, as well as the processing of data concerning a person’s health or sex life, including genetic data, is prohibited under article 7(1) of Law No. 67/98.\(^{23}\) However, article 7(2) of Law 67/98 determines that the processing of the data mentioned in article 7(1) is allowed if permission is provided by law or authorized, in specific situations, by the National Commission of Data Protection (Comissão Nacional de Protecção de Dados, CNPD).\(^{24}\) Article 5(1) of Law No. 67/98 lists the requirements for the collection and treatment of personal data.\(^{25}\)

On July 17, 2008, Law No. 32 was issued to regulate the storage and transmission of traffic and location data relative to natural persons and legal entities, as well as the related data necessary to identify the subscriber or registered user, for purposes of the investigation, detection, and prosecution of serious crimes by the competent authorities.\(^{26}\) Law No. 32 transposed Directive

---


\(^{22}\) Lei No. 41/2004, art. 1(2).

\(^{23}\) Lei No. 67/98, art. 7(1).

\(^{24}\) Id. art. 7(2). Article 22(1) of Law No. 67/98 determines that the CNPD is the national authority charged with the power to supervise and monitor compliance with the laws and regulations in the area of personal data protection, with strict respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the guarantees provided by the Constitution and the law.

\(^{25}\) Id. art. 5(1).

2006/24/EC into Portugal’s domestic legal system.\textsuperscript{27} According to Law No. 32, the retention of data revealing the content of communications is prohibited, without prejudice to the provisions of Law No. 41/2004 and criminal procedure law on the interception and recording of communications.\textsuperscript{28}

The storage and transmission of data must be made exclusively in connection with the investigation, detection, and prosecution of serious crimes by the competent authorities.\textsuperscript{29} The transmission of data to the competent authorities may be authorized only by a written order issued by a judge, in accordance with article 9 of Law No. 32/2008.\textsuperscript{30} The files for the retention of data under Law No. 32/2008 must be separated from any other files used for other purposes.\textsuperscript{31} The data subject cannot oppose the storage and transmission of data.\textsuperscript{32}


\textsuperscript{28} Lei No. 32/2008, art. 1(2).

\textsuperscript{29} Id. art. 3(1).

\textsuperscript{30} Id. art. 3(2).

\textsuperscript{31} Id. art. 3(3).

\textsuperscript{32} Id. art. 3(4).
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SUMMARY
Intelligence gathering in Romania is divided among several government agencies as provided in national security legislation. Constitutional principles guarantee the protection of privacy and personal data. Surveillance and intelligence gathering is conducted in accordance with national criminal procedural legislation. Control over intelligence activities by government agencies is exerted legislatively by the Parliament and through the judicial review of warrants for data collection issued by prosecutorial offices. The latter form of control, however, appears to be inefficient due to judicial weakness.

I. Introduction

The Romanian intelligence community consists of the following services and ministerial substructures charged with intelligence collection:

- Domestic Intelligence Service (Serviciul Român de Informații, SRI)
- Foreign Intelligence Service (Serviciul de Informații Externe, SIE)
- Guard and Protection Service (Serviciul de Protecție și Pază, SPP, in charge of protecting Romanian and foreign VIPs)
- Defense Ministry’s Directorate of Defense Intelligence
- Interior Ministry’s General Directorate of Intelligence and Internal Protection (police)
- Justice Ministry’s special units

Each agency works in a specific field within the scope of its jurisdiction as assigned by the Law on National Security of Romania. The SIE was created under a specific law that defined its duties and created a multilayered oversight structure aimed at immunizing the Service from political manipulations along party lines. The Service operates independently of the government and is not subordinate to the incumbent executive. The Law states that the means

---

of intelligence gathering must not violate citizens’ basic rights and freedoms, private life, or honor and reputation, nor can it impose on them any illegal restraints.5

To ensure the unified coordination of all activities pertaining to defense and state security, including intelligence operations, the National Defense Supreme Council, an autonomous administrative body managed by the Office of the President of Romania, was created by law in 1990.6 Additionally, the Council coordinates and monitors activities of the SRI, SEI, and SPP.7

On February 16, 2016, the Constitutional Court of Romania issued an important decision that affected the structure and competences of intelligence agencies.8 Interpreting a provision of the Criminal Procedure Code on technical surveillance, the Court concluded that intelligence collected through wiretapping and other technical means is inadmissible as evidence if it was not obtained by the police or a criminal investigation body.9 This decision directly affected the SRI because it was not considered a criminal investigative body. The director of the SRI even stated that the decision impacted national security and that the SRI’s technical surveillance department had become useless.10 The decision could impact thousands of ongoing corruption and organized crime investigations and cases already pending in court.11

Before the Court’s ruling, the SRI had conducted technical surveillance at the request of the prosecutor’s office and other agencies in cases involving not only national security but also corruption, tax evasion, and other crimes.12 The SRI was also the only agency with sufficient technical capacity to conduct such surveillance. According to a European news source, “the system contains very few checks and balances. Nobody really knows if the [SRI] is controlling in any way the flow of information, deciding what to give away and what to hold back.”13

---

5 Law No. 1/1998 on the Organization and Functioning of the Foreign Intelligence Service art. 10(3).
Following the decision of the Constitutional Court, President Iohannis stated that an emergency ordinance would be adopted by the government as a temporary solution to the problem.\textsuperscript{14} The ordinance, adopted on March 11, 2016,\textsuperscript{15} granted criminal investigative powers to the SRI in cases involving terrorism and crimes against national security. Previously, the SRI could only notify the prosecutors of such crimes and assist with the investigation.

In addition, the emergency ordinance gave wiretapping powers to the National Anticorruption Directorate (Directia Nationala Anticorupcie, DNA) at the State Prosecutor’s Office within the High Court, and the Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism at the National Police (Directia de Investigare a Infractiunilor de Criminalitate Organizata si Terorism, DIICOT). Before the Constitutional Court’s decision these bodies mostly used SRI personnel and equipment for technical surveillance. Now they can still use the SRI’s equipment but not its personnel.\textsuperscript{16} Reportedly DNA’s technical center would increase its staff by 130 officers while the Prosecutor’s Office and the DIICOT would employ three hundred officers.\textsuperscript{17}

Making the SRI a criminal investigation body was criticized by legal professionals and civil society, as it legalizes the involvement of a secret intelligence agency in the judicial process, undermining the SRI’s independence,\textsuperscript{18} and “brings back terrifying memories of Ceausescu’s Securitate.”\textsuperscript{19}

\section*{II. Legislative Oversight}

The SIE and the SRI are subject to parliamentary control through special parliamentary committees individually dedicated to each agency.\textsuperscript{20} These committees consist of nine members each, seven representing the lower chamber of the Parliament and two representing the Senate.\textsuperscript{21}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{14} Daniela Budu, \textit{The Romanian Intelligence Service and Technical Surveillance}, RADIO ROMANIA INTERNATIONAL (Mar. 14, 2016), \url{http://www.rri.ro/en_gb/the_romanian_intelligence_service_and_technical_surveillance-2544757}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/NS7M-DVDR}.
\item \textsuperscript{16} Romania’s Govt. Grants Investigation Powers to the Biggest Secret Service, supra note 10.
\item \textsuperscript{20} COUNCIL OF EUROPE, supra note 4, at 201.
\end{itemize}
Each party represented in Parliament has members on these committees. Both committees overseeing the SRI and SIE are empowered to verify constitutional and legal compliance of the Services’ activities and investigate allegations of illegal intelligence collection.

The committees are allowed to request information possessed by the SRI and SIE. Both Services are required to respond to such requests within a reasonable period of time, unless doing so jeopardizes ongoing operations, the identities of agents, or intelligence sources and methods. The committees are authorized to investigate the directors of the agencies and their staff members and have the right to conduct unannounced visits to the Services, which must grant the committees full access to personnel, data, and facilities. Reportedly the committees have uncovered corruption and links to organized crime within the agencies, and violations of civil rights and liberties committed by intelligence services personnel. On the basis of media accusations, parliamentary committees initiated a series of SRI and SIE investigations and inquiries, which resulted in the removal of personnel. For example, in May 2016 the committee controlling the activities of the SRI initiated an inquiry into the investigation of a local pharmaceutical company, Hexi Pharma, which sold diluted disinfectants to local hospitals. The committee will try to determine if the SRI was involved in the criminal investigation against Hexi Pharma and if the case was classified as a national security case.

III. Judicial Control over Surveillance Procedures

Judicial oversight is generally limited to the consideration and issuance of warrants for surveillance that restrict an individual’s civil rights and liberties. The National Security Law authorized the SRI and SIE to undertake intelligence surveillance and established preemptive control by judicial authorities. Article 13 of the Law states that requests for warrants must be approved by the Prosecutor General’s office and must contain details regarding the following:

- Nature of the threat to national security
- Specific activities for which the warrant is being issued (e.g., surveillance, wiretapping, search, seizure)

---

22 BRUNEAU & BORAZ, supra note 7, at 227.
23 Id.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id. at 233.
29 BORN & CAPARINI, supra note 1, at 59.
• Names of persons whose communications are to be intercepted, or of those who hold the information, documents, or objects that must be obtained

• Location where the warranted activities will be carried out, if and when it is possible to provide this information

• Duration for which the requested warrant is valid (up to six months initially)

• Office charged with the execution of the warrant\textsuperscript{31}

Warrants are valid for six months, although they can be extended an indefinite number of times for three-month periods when cause is shown.\textsuperscript{32} In 2005 warrant approval was reassigned from prosecutors to judges, although prosecutors are still permitted to approve short-term (twenty-four- to forty-eight-hour) warrants during weekends when judges are off duty.\textsuperscript{33}

The weakness and vulnerability to political influence of the legal and justice system is still a significant obstacle to effective democratic oversight.\textsuperscript{34} Government statistics revealed that 14,267 wiretapping warrants were requested between 1989 and 2002 by the intelligence agencies, and the Prosecutor General did not deny a single one.\textsuperscript{35} Of the warrants issued, only about 2% led to an indictment, while the intelligence services claimed the remaining 98% were “used for prevention of a crime.”\textsuperscript{36}

The National Security Law states that “any citizen who considers himself injured in an unjustified manner through the activities that constitute the object of the warrant . . . may lodge a complaint with the public prosecutor specially appointed, hierarchically superior to the public prosecutor who has issued the warrant.”\textsuperscript{37} The Law provides that citizens who believe that their rights or liberties have been violated by the government in the course of its information gathering have the right to “inform any of the standing comittees [sic] for the defence and ensuring of the public order, of the two chambers of the Parliament.”\textsuperscript{38}

The emergency ordinance of March 11, 2016, granted criminal investigation powers to the SRI in certain cases involving national security and simultaneously introduced judicial control, which is to be carried out by the chairman of the High Court of Cassation and Justice or a judge appointed for this purpose in accordance with the rules on the operation of the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{31} Id. art. 13.
\textsuperscript{32} Id.
\textsuperscript{33} Born & Caparini, supra note 1, at 59.
\textsuperscript{34} Id. at 64.
\textsuperscript{35} Bruneau & Boraz, supra note 7, at 228.
\textsuperscript{36} Id.
\textsuperscript{37} Law No. 51/1991, art. 13.
\textsuperscript{38} Id. art. 16.
\textsuperscript{39} Mihaela Constantin, Wiretapping in Romania, Enforced Through Emergency Ordinance, GOVNET (Mar. 15, 2016), http://govnet.ro/Local/Politics/Wiretapping-Romania-enforced-through-emergency-ordinance-, archived at https://perma.cc/7UWN-VXVL.
In 2014 the SRI proposed a new bill that would allow several agencies to gain access to data stored by Internet and phone service providers, without permission from a judge, only on the basis of a “motivated request.” The SRI claimed that the law was necessary because of the increasing number of cyber threats. The draft was based on the European Union’s (EU’s) then-upcoming Network and Information Security Directive, which requires Member States to appoint central authorities in charge of coordinating the response to cyber threats and incidents. However, the final version of the Bill as it was passed by the Romanian legislature in December 2014 ignored the EU recommendation that the authority responsible for cybersecurity be a civilian agency not linked to law enforcement or intelligence. The act was declared unconstitutional in its entirety by the Constitutional Court on January 21, 2015, on various grounds, including those pertaining to the unjustified infringement of the right of individuals to privacy and personal data protection.

The new bill on Romania’s cybersecurity was made available for public debate in January 2016, and President Iohannis expected that it would be adopted by the Parliament in June 2016, together with an improved counterterrorism law and a law on prepaid cards. The latter law was prepared at the initiative of the SRI, which complained that it could not keep track of the users of prepaid cards, which were allegedly used in preparing terrorist attacks in the EU.

Regarding terrorism prevention, as of December 2015, the Bucharest Court of Appeal had ordered, on the SRI’s recommendation, the removal from the national territory of nine foreigners suspected of terrorist actions, while another 246 persons had been stopped at the border for the
same reasons. According to the director of the agency, the SRI was also monitoring nine thousand other people who do not have access to the national territory.

---
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SUMMARY
Foreign intelligence gathering in the Netherlands is regulated chiefly by the Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002. The Act governs both the General Intelligence and Security Service and the Military Intelligence and Security Service, and requires that these Services obtain ministerial permission to exercise most of their powers, such as the power to institute surveillance and wiretaps and use intelligence agents. The Act has come under scrutiny in recent years, however, and there are plans to overhaul it, with expectations that draft legislation may be presented to the Dutch Parliament by the summer of 2016.

I. Introduction
The General Intelligence and Security Service of the Netherlands (Algemene de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdienst, AIVD), under the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Relations with the Realm, is responsible for investigating individuals and organizations, carrying out security screenings, furthering vital sectors’ security, gathering international intelligence, and compiling risk and threat analyses. According to its website, the AIVD seeks to identify risks and threats to Dutch national security by “conducting in-depth investigations to gather intelligence material,” which it then “enriches” and shares with various other agencies, in particular the police Regional Intelligence Divisions (RIDs). The AIVD can ask RID personnel to gather intelligence material; it also “works intensively with local governments” to help counter Islamic radicalism. As the AIVD emphasizes on its website, it “is not a police service,” and while it “has the access to information, the powers and the expertise” to investigate the roots of national security risks and threats, it does not investigate criminal acts but rather “identifies threats and advises others, including policymakers and public officials at both the national and local levels, as to how they might act upon the information received.”

In addition to the police regional intelligence units, there is a Central Intelligence Division that is part of the Central Unit of the National Police. The Central Intelligence Division handles “coordination of law enforcement information in the Netherlands and its exchange at [the] international level” and oversees INTERPOL in The Hague.

---


3 Id.

4 Id.


6 Id.
Other intelligence services are the Military Intelligence and Security Service (Militaire Inlichtingen- en Veiligheidsdienst, MIVD),\(^7\) the Fiscal Intelligence and Investigation Service-Financial Control Service,\(^8\) the National Signals Intelligence Organization,\(^9\) the Inspectorate SZW,\(^10\) and the National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (for analysis of threats and coordination of counterterrorism activities).\(^11\)

In mid-2014, the Joint Sigint Cyber Unit (JSCU) began operations as a joint effort launched by the AIVD and MIVD.\(^12\) Under the covenant reached between the two services, the National Sigint Organization, together with other specialized sections of the two services, were merged into the new cooperative arrangement.\(^13\)

---


\(^13\) Didier Bigo et al., ANNEX 1 – The EU Member States Practices in the Context of the Revelations of NSA Large Scale Operations: 5. The Netherlands, in EU PARLIAMENT, DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR INTERNAL POLICIES, NATIONAL PROGRAMMES FOR MASS SURVEILLANCE OF PERSONAL DATA IN EU MEMBER STATES AND THEIR COMPATIBILITY WITH EU LAW 73–74 (2013), http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/etudes/join/2013/493032/IPOL-LIBE_ET(2013)493032_EN.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/D8TJ-4WRK. According to this report, “the JSCU is expected to centralize all Signals and Cyber surveillance in the Netherlands and will have a staff of 350. . . . The signals location in Burum and the analysis location in Eibergen, currently operated by the NSO, will stay active.” Id. at 13. See also Kamerbrief over Convenant Joint Sigint Cyber Unit, supra note 12, at 1 (announcement preceding the text of the Covenant).
The AIVD shares intelligence analyses with the secret EU Intelligence Analysis Centre (INTCEN), and INTCEN shares its analyses with the AIVD.14

II. Legislative Framework

The Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002 governs the activities and powers of the AIVD and also the MIVD.15 The Act includes provisions on transparency and accountability, measures that “are a direct product of the European Convention on Human Rights.”16

The AIVD has the authority, among other powers, to observe and follow people, use intelligence agents, and monitor and tap telecommunications. It may use “special powers” (also referred to as “special intelligence resources”) only if “strictly necessary” to carry out the duties entrusted to it by law.17 The special powers include surveillance,18 using intelligence agents,19 conducting searches,20 opening mail “and other consignments” without sender or addressee consent,21 and monitoring and tapping telecommunications.22 Special powers cannot be used, however, for security screenings or “safeguarding vital sectors,” nor may any act “likely to seriously infringe personal privacy . . . be taken without the express prior permission of the Minister of the

---


16 The Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002, supra note 15.


18 Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002, art. 20.

19 Id. art. 21.

20 Id. art. 22.

21 Id. art. 23.

The exercise of a special power is generally allowed only if the relevant minister, or the relevant head of a service on the minister’s behalf, has given permission for it.24

One of the tasks of the AIVD is to conduct investigations regarding other countries on subjects designated by the Prime Minister, in accordance with the relevant ministers.25 The AIVD is authorized to conduct investigations that involve other countries “regarding matters with military relevance that have been designated by the Prime Minister, Minister of General Affairs in accordance with the relevant Ministers.”26 The AIVD and the MIVD may process the personal data of persons when this is necessary in the context of investigations concerning other countries;27 tap, receive, record, and monitor conversations, telecommunications, or data transfer by means of an automated network with ministerial permission (with certain exceptions);28 and receive and record non-cable-bound telecommunications originating from or intended for other countries.29 Both Services are authorized to notify “the appropriate intelligence and security services of other countries, and the appropriate international security, signals intelligence and intelligence bodies” regarding information processed by or on behalf of the Service.30

Both the AIVD and MIVD must submit an annual report before May 1 every year.31 The Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002 also requires the AIVD to “notify anyone against whom it has used powers which infringe their constitutional right to privacy at home (Article 12) or secrecy of communications (Article 13).”32 The AIVD must review whether such notification is possible five years after the use of the power in question has terminated, but it will not notify the persons in question if doing so would harm relations with other countries or reveal the sources or methods of the AIVD.33

III. Oversight

An independent regulatory commission, comprised of three members appointed by the Crown at the Parliament’s recommendation, carries out retrospective monitoring of the AIVD in compliance with the Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002 and also the Security Screening

23 Powers, supra note 17.
24 Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002, art. 19 ¶ 1.
25 Id. art. 6 ¶ 2(d).
26 Id. art. 7 ¶ 2(e).
27 Id. art. 13 ¶ 1(c) & 2(c).
28 Id. art. 25 ¶ 3 & 8.
29 Id. art. 26 ¶ 1.
30 Id. art. 36 ¶ 1(c).
31 Id. art. 8.
33 Id.
“Subject to a legal obligation to confidentiality,” the commission “is entitled to inspect any information it wishes.” The commission also publishes an annual report.

IV. New Developments

The Dutch government believes that technological developments have overtaken the 2002 Act, and that for the intelligence services to be able to continue to carry out their tasks as well as possible, adjustments in the law are necessary. The desired adjustments would mainly involve the collection of data from telephone, email, and Internet, be it over ether or via cable, to be done only if there is reason to do so, with an independent review beforehand and supervision afterwards. Additional requirements would be imposed to make sure that the privacy of Dutch citizens remains protected as much as possible.

A draft law to address the above concerns is currently under review by the Council of State (an advisory body one of whose major tasks is to advise the government and Parliament on legislation and governance). The current Act has 106 articles; the proposed revision has 151. An explanatory memorandum on the draft law contains appendices that (1) correlate the current Act’s provisions and those of the proposed revision; (2) give the detailed structure of the draft law (chapter, section, and paragraph titles); and (3) provide in chart form and overview of the special powers and safeguards found in the draft law. The chart has six categories: the special power concerned; the authority granting permission for it; the duration of the power; the

35 Id.
36 Id.
38 Id.
39 Id.
applicable test (in all cases, necessity, proportionality, and subsidiarity); the data retention/destruction period; and whether the law provides for role separation/job separation/compartmentalization with respect to the special power. In the case of the power of surveillance and monitoring, for example, the power-granting authority is in general the Minister of Security and Justice or the chief of the service, and the duration is a maximum of three months, with a possible three-month extension; the chart indicates the data retention period and the role separation categories do not apply to this power. One of two footnotes attached to the special power category states that to the extent that the exercise of the power takes place against a journalist with the purpose of finding out the journalist’s source, the permission of the court in The Hague is required.

The draft legislation is expected to be presented to the Dutch Parliament in the summer of 2016.

43 Id. at 217.
44 Id. at 217 n.203.
45 Nieuwe Wet op de inlichtingen- en veiligheidsdiensten (Wiv), supra note 37.
SUMMARY  Signal surveillance is regulated by Swedish law. Only the National Defense Radio Establishment may carry out surveillance and only on cross-border communications. Information may be requested by the government, the military, and the police. Sweden’s surveillance legislation has received widespread criticism, including from the European Parliament, on the grounds that it fails to adequately protect privacy and may violate the European Convention on Human Rights. Specific privacy protection regulations that pertain to surveillance information are in place.

I. Legislative Framework

Collection of intelligence data by signal surveillance is carried out by Försvarets Radioanstalt (FRA) (the National Defense Radio Establishment) and is governed by the Act on Signal Surveillance for Defense Intelligence Activities, commonly referred to as the FRA legislation. Surveillance is also limited by the more general Act on Defense Intelligence Activity.

A. Requirements

Collection of intelligence data by signal surveillance can be requested only by the government, government offices, the Swedish Armed Forces, the Swedish Security Service (Police), and the National Operative Department of the Police. Such collection requires prior authorization from the Defense Intelligence Court and can only be carried out to determine

1. external military threats against the country,
2. conditions for Swedish involvement in peace promotion and humanitarian international missions or threats against the security of Swedish interests during such missions,
3. strategic relationships regarding international terrorism and other significant transborder crimes that can threaten important national interests,

---

1 In English, FRA, http://www.fra.se/snabblankar/english.10.html (last visited June 8, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/HHG7-MYLA.


4 4 § ACT ON SIGNAL SURVEILLANCE.

5 Id. 4 § 3 para.
4. the development and spread of weapons of mass destruction, military material and products covered in the law (SFS 2000:1064) on control of products with dual uses and technical assistance,

5. serious external threats against the society’s infrastructure,

6. conflicts abroad with consequences to international security,

7. foreign intelligence activity against Swedish interests, or

8. the conduct or intentions of foreign government powers that are of considerable importance to Swedish foreign, security or defense policy.\(^6\)

If necessary for security defense intelligence operations, signals in electronic form may also be collected to

1. follow changes in the signal environment abroad, technical developments and signal protection and

2. continuously develop the technology and methods needed to carry out its activity in accordance with this law (2009:967).\(^7\)

The court may grant an application for surveillance only if it conforms to the purposes of the surveillance legislation and the Act on Defense Intelligence Activity, the intelligence need cannot be met in a less invasive manner, and the value of the surveillance clearly outweighs the violations against integrity (human rights).\(^8\) In addition, the application cannot be limited to one specific, physical individual.\(^9\) The Swedish Defense may cooperate with foreign governments in the collection of the abovementioned information.\(^10\)

B. Limitations

The Act on Signal Surveillance limits the scope, duration, and subjects of signal surveillance. The main limitation is that signal surveillance may cover only cross-border communications.\(^11\) Thus, communications that take place solely within the borders of Sweden cannot be legally collected through signal surveillance. However, these limits do not apply to “senders and receivers on foreign state ships, foreign state aircrafts or military vehicles.”\(^12\) Domestic surveillance is instead covered by the Swedish law implementing the European Union Data Retention Directive.\(^13\) Moreover, surveillance cannot be targeted against one specific individual alone,\(^14\) and may be approved only for a period of six months at a time.\(^15\)

---

\(^6\) Id. 1 § 2 para. (all translations by author).

\(^7\) 1 § 3 para.

\(^8\) Id. 5 §.

\(^9\) Id.

\(^10\) Id. 9 §; 3 § ACT ON DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES.

\(^11\) 2a § ACT ON SIGNAL SURVEILLANCE.

\(^12\) Id. 2a § 2 para.

Once collected, stored information must be destroyed by the FRA under certain circumstances—for example, if information on an individual lacks importance to the investigation or the “information was communicated during religious confession or private care of the soul, unless there are exceptional reasons to collect the information.”

II. Privacy

Specific privacy legislation deals with the treatment of personal data collected by the FRA. Individuals have the right to inquire whether they are included in the material collected by the FRA. Requests for such information may be made once a year and must be answered within four months. Information may be withheld if secrecy requires it.

Stored data can be shared only with foreign or multinational entities if the information is not protected by secrecy and sharing it is required for the FRA to fulfill its international commitments. However, the government has the right to issue regulations that allow secret information to be transferred if considered necessary for the operations of the FRA. The FRA must employ security measures to safeguard personal information.

Only decisions on correction requests and communications of information to third parties may be appealed. Under certain circumstances, such as when information collection constitutes a

---

14 4 § 3 para. Act on Signal Surveillance.
15 Id. 5a § 5 item.
16 Id. 7 §.
17 Id.
19 Id. 2 ch. 1 § Act on the Treatment of Personal Information in the FRA’s Intelligence and Development Activities.
20 Id.
21 Id. 2 ch. 3 §.
22 Id. 1 ch. 17 §.
23 Id.
24 Id. 3 ch. 2 §.
25 Id. 3 ch. 3 §.
violation of personal integrity, the state can be held liable for damages to an individual whose information was illegally obtained.26

Sweden has been criticized by the European Parliament for its legislation on signal surveillance, especially as it pertains to privacy protections and its oversight, on the ground that it may violate the European Convention on Human Rights.27

III. Oversight Authorities

Sweden has two different oversight authorities for signal intelligence gathering. The oversight authority that oversees the FRA’s compliance with the Signal Surveillance Act is Statens inspektion för försvarsunderrättelseverksamheten (Siun),28 whereas the Swedish Data Inspection Board is responsible for the oversight of privacy issues, specifically how information is stored and shared between agencies.29 In this capacity the Data Inspection Board has the right to access personal information that has been stored, obtain information about the storage and protection of the collection, and access facilities containing the information.30 The Board is also responsible for trying to ensure the correction of possible violations.31 The oversight authority may initiate court proceedings before the district administrative court to have illegally collected information erased.32 However, the information may not be erased if erasing it is deemed unreasonable.33

All government activity is also overseen by the Riksrevisionen (Swedish National Audit Office).34 In 2015 the Riksrevisionen published a report on FRA surveillance,35 and has issued a

26 2 ch. 5 §.


30 5 ch. 2 § ACT ON THE TREATMENT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION IN THE FRA’S INTELLIGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES.

31 Id. 5 ch. 3 §.

32 Id. 5 ch. 4 §.

33 Id. 5 ch. 4 § 2 para.

number of recommendations on how FRA surveillance is handed, specifically focusing on the need for Siun to improve its practices for documenting and justifying its activities.\textsuperscript{36}

\textsuperscript{35} RIKSREVISIONEN, KONTROLL AV FÖRSVARSUNDERRÄTTELSEVERKSAMHETEN [CONTROL OF DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES] (RIR 2015:2), \url{http://www.riksrevisionen.se/PageFiles/21131/RiR_2015_02_Anpassad.pdf}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/J7LF-UXB2}.

\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id. at 13}. 
SUMMARY

Foreign intelligence gathering in the United Kingdom is regulated by the Intelligence Services Act, the Human Rights Act, and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act. These Acts provide for a system of warrants to be obtained to conduct surveillance and intercept communications, provided the surveillance is necessary to complete the statutory functions of the relevant agency. Issuing warrants in the UK remains an executive, rather than judicial, act. UK intelligence agencies are subject to parliamentary oversight.

The UK is currently in the process of introducing an Investigatory Powers Bill. This bill, now before the House of Lords, would substantially repeal and re-enact the majority of the legal framework governing the interception of communications. The aim of the bill is to provide a clearer framework of powers and oversight. The bill would also require judicial approval of warrants issued by the Secretary of State and provide for the enhanced ability to intercept Internet communications records, which contain more information than communications data. It would also allow for the interception and retention of data in bulk. As with all previous bills that address the interception of communications, there has been significant criticism that the provisions are still not clear enough and are too wide-ranging. The government claims that the bill would essentially re-enact existing legislation and that the limited expansion of powers is necessary to fill gaps in the ability of law enforcement and the intelligence services to keep the country safe.

I. Introduction

The UK has three intelligence and security agencies, which are commonly referred to collectively as the Agencies or the Intelligence Services. These Agencies consist of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS), also known as MI6 (“MI” standing for Military Intelligence), the UK’s overseas intelligence agency; the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), the UK’s signals intelligence gathering agency; and the Security Service, also known as MI5, the UK’s domestic intelligence agency. The Security Service has statutory responsibility to protect the national security of the UK from international threats, including those from terrorism. It is supported in this role by the SIS and GCHQ, who provide intelligence gathered from overseas.¹

While these are the primary agencies in charge of collecting, gathering, and analyzing intelligence information, they are not the only parts of the intelligence machinery in the UK. Additional intelligence is compiled by the Cabinet Office, Defence Intelligence (part of the Ministry of Defence), and the Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre (JTAC).² The National Crime

¹ Intelligence and Security Committee, Report into the London Terrorist Attacks on 7 July 2005, 2006, Cm. 6785.
Agency addresses organized crime and economic crime that occurs within the UK’s borders. All of these agencies must act within the bounds of the law and their operations “must relate to national security, the prevention or detection of serious crime, or the UK’s economic well-being.”

II. Legislative Framework

The work of the SIS and GCHQ is undertaken in accordance with the legislative framework of the Human Rights Act, the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA), and the Intelligence Services Act 1994 (the ISA), which placed the SIS and GCHQ on a statutory footing and under the responsibility of the Foreign Secretary.

The ISA defines the function of the SIS as follows:

(a) to obtain and provide information relating to the actions or intentions of persons outside the British Islands; and
(b) to perform other tasks relating to the actions or intentions of such persons.

The GCHQ’s role is defined as follows:

(a) to monitor or interfere with electromagnetic, acoustic and other emissions and any equipment producing such emissions and to obtain and provide information derived from or related to such emissions or equipment and from encrypted material; and
(b) to provide advice and assistance about—(i) languages, including terminology used for technical matters, and (ii) cryptography and other matters relating to the protection of information and other material, to the armed forces of the Crown, to Her Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom or to a Northern Ireland Department or to any other organisation which is determined for the purposes of this section in such manner as may be specified by the Prime Minister.

These functions may only be exercised in the interests of national security with regard to the defense and foreign policies of the UK, in the interests of the economic well-being of the UK, and in support of the prevention or detection of serious crime.

---

3 About the NCA, NATIONAL CRIME AGENCY, http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk (last visited June 14, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/VF2R-XQW.
4 NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE MACHINERY, supra note 2, at 2.
8 Id. § 1(1).
9 Id. § 3(1).
10 Id. § 1(2).
The ISA provides for a system of warrants that authorize entry on and interference with property or with wireless telegraphy upon application from any of the three Intelligence Services. Due to the important role the Intelligence Services play in safeguarding the UK’s national security, the ISA’s requirements for an authorization are much broader than those for the Acts that cover domestic surveillance.

Each warrant must be approved by the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State must believe that the conduct is proportionate and necessary to assist the Security Service, SIS, or GCHQ in conducting any of their functions under their respective Acts and that the information sought cannot be obtained by other means. Warrants provided to the SIS and GCHQ for the purposes of preventing or detecting crime may not relate to the British Islands. The Intelligence Services Act was amended by the Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005, which provides the Intelligence Services authority to obtain a warrant to conduct activities in the UK as well as overseas. The Security Service also can obtain a warrant to interfere with property or wireless telegraphy if it is acting on behalf of the SIS or GCHQ and the action proposed is to be “undertaken otherwise than in support of the prevention of detection of serious crime.”

III. Interception of Communications

The use of covert surveillance, use of covert human intelligence sources, and interception of both communications and communications data in England and Wales is allowed, provided the relevant laws regulating this procedure are adhered to.

There is no single legislative regime that applies to the interception of communications; instead the laws and procedures vary according to the body that is seeking the interception. The main piece of legislation in this area is the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA).

---

11 Id. § 5.
12 The Secretary of State may also issue warrants to enable the SIS or GCHQ to conduct actions outside the UK. These are known as section 7 warrants, and their purpose is to help protect officers and agents from these agencies from prosecution in the UK. RT. HON. SIR MARK WALLER, INTELLIGENCE SERVICES COMMISSION, REPORT OF THE INTELLIGENCE SERVICES COMMISSIONER FOR 2013, H.C. 302, at 57, https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/324152/Intelligence_Services_Commissioner_Accessible__2_.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/4S6M-LBNW.
14 Id. § 5(4), (5).
15 Directed surveillance may be authorized by a designated person within each of the intelligence services provided that it is necessary to fulfill the agency’s statutory functions, is undertaken for the purpose of a specific investigation, is proportionate, and cannot be achieved through other means. Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000, c. 23, § 28.
16 The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act provides that unlawfully intercepting communications is an offense punishable by up to two years’ imprisonment and/or a fine. Id. § 1.
17 Id.
RIPA serves to augment the ISA, providing for distinct authorization processes for warrants that apply to the interception of communications\textsuperscript{18} and the interception of communications data.\textsuperscript{19}

Before the Secretary of State can authorize a warrant to intercept communications, he must believe that the conduct requested by the warrant cannot be obtained by other means, is proportionate and necessary in what it is seeking to achieve, and has as its purpose one of the following: protecting the interests of national security, preventing or detecting serious crime,\textsuperscript{20} safeguarding the economic well-being of the UK from the acts or intentions of individuals outside the British Isles, or giving effect to an international mutual assistance agreement whose purpose is equivalent to that of preventing or detecting serious crime.\textsuperscript{21} Before signing the warrant, the Secretary of State must also consider whether the warrant is operationally required and if its issuance is proportionate and necessary.\textsuperscript{22}

RIPA provides for the lawful acquisition and disclosure of communications data in specified circumstances. Communications data does not include the content of a communication but the information that relates to the use of a communications service; thus the requirements to obtain an authorization are less stringent and the list of individuals who can request an authorization is less restrictive. An authorization to obtain communications data can only be obtained if necessary in the interests of national security or the economic well-being of the UK; for the purposes of preventing or detecting crime or preventing disorder; in the interests of public safety; for assessing or collecting a tax, duty, levy or other imposition; or for protecting public health or, in an emergency, preventing death, injury, or damage to an individual’s physical or mental health, or mitigating such damage.\textsuperscript{23}

The range of officials who can authorize the interception of communications data is much broader than in other areas of surveillance, and such authorization can be granted by a senior official in the relevant public authority.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{18} “Communication” is defined broadly in section 81 of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act, \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{20} Detecting crime is interpreted in section 81 of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act as “(a) establishing by whom, for what purpose, by what means and generally in what circumstances any crime was committed; and (b) the apprehension of the person by whom any crime was committed.”

\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.} § 5.

\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} § 22(2).

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} § 22; \textit{2 CURRENT LAW STATUTES 2000 (Christine Beesley et al. eds., 2000).}
IV. Oversight

The Intelligence Agencies are also subject to parliamentary oversight by the Intelligence and Security Committee, which operates within the “ring of secrecy” to examine the expenditure, administration, and policy of all the Intelligence Agencies.25 RIPA further requires that the Prime Minister appoint an Intelligence Services Commissioner to review how the Secretary of State issues warrants for both surveillance and interference with property by the Intelligence Services, as well as how the Secretary of State exercises and performs the powers and duties granted by RIPA in relation to the Intelligence Services, although the power to review warrants by this Commissioner is retrospective.26

V. Investigatory Powers Bill 2015-16

The government stated in 201527 that it would introduce a new Investigatory Powers Bill to regulate the interception of communications data.28 The bill was published in draft form in November 2015,29 with the government emphasizing that it did not create a series of new powers, but merely served to repeal and re-enact in a clearer manner existing powers already provided for in legislation. The draft bill was reviewed by three parliamentary committees,30 which criticized the existing framework of investigatory powers,31 noting that the existing...
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legislation had developed in a patchwork fashion and was in need of reform. The disclosures of Edward Snowden also highlighted the need for a new, clearer legislative framework to govern the interceptions of communications. Snowden’s disclosures caused significant concern among UK citizens that the government was collecting data about them en masse, and led technology companies to improve privacy protections and strengthen the encryption they offer their customers, the results of which have been to place many communications outside the reach of the intelligence agencies and courts.

The bill was introduced in the House of Commons on March 1, 2016. The bill has passed through the House of Commons and is currently awaiting its second reading in the House of Lords. Prime Minister David Cameron has stated there is a pressing need for the bill to be enacted before the sunset provision of the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014 takes effect on December 31, 2016, which would leave law enforcement and the intelligence services without lawful authority to intercept certain communications absent passage of a replacement measure. The bill aims to modernize the laws on communications data and bring together all investigatory powers available to law enforcement and the intelligence services.

A. Provisions in the Bill

The Investigatory Powers Bill is substantive, containing 243 sections and ten schedules in 268 pages. If enacted, it will repeal and replace almost the entire system that regulates the
interception of communications. 38 The main parts of the bill address the interception of communications, the retention and acquisition of communications data, equipment interference, the retention and examination of bulk personal datasets, and the decryption of communications. These are areas where the government claims the gap in capabilities is putting lives at risk, and addressing these areas would enable law enforcement to effectively target terrorist communications. 39 The bill provides for these powers to be used on both a targeted basis and, in certain instances, for the collection, retention, and examination of bulk datasets. 40 The government claims that the only new capability provided for in the bill is the ability to require the retention of Internet connection records, which the Home Secretary has compared to itemized phone bills as it shows the websites that an individual has visited. 41

1. Interception of Communications

Chapter 1 of the bill provides the process for the lawful interception of communications. There are three different types of interception and examination warrants that would be authorized under this part of the bill:

- **Targeted interception warrants.** This authorizes the interception of communications and the acquisition of associated communications data that relates to a particular organization, person, premises, or group of connected to subjects that are part of a single investigation. 42
- **Targeted examination warrants.** This authorizes the examination of intercepted materials obtained by a bulk interception warrant.
- **Mutual Assistance warrants.** This allows requests for assistance with overseas interception. 43

Interference with communications in certain instances and locations is lawful without a warrant and the bill clarifies these circumstances. These instances include when there is consent to the interception; if the interception occurs in a prison, psychiatric hospital, or immigration detention facility; or if the interception is for regulatory enforcement or business purposes. 44

2. Warrant Authorization for the Interception of Communications

The process to obtain warrants varies according to the type of information for which interception is sought. Given that intercepting communications covers the content of those communication, the criteria and authorities permitted to intercept communications is more stringent than that required to intercept communications data.


39 PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE, supra note 27, at 6.

40 HOUSE OF COMMONS LIBRARY, supra note 32.

41 Id.


43 Bill Part I; HOUSE OF COMMONS LIBRARY, supra note 32, at 19.

Under the bill, the heads of the intelligence services, National Crime Agency, the Police, HM Revenue and Customs, and Chief of Defence Intelligence, and a competent authority from another jurisdiction as part of a mutual assistance agreement, would be known as “intercepting authorities” who may apply for a warrant to intercept communications. The Secretary of State would be able to issue a warrant to intercept communications if he or she believes it is necessary on the grounds of national security, for the prevention or detection of serious crime, to safeguard the economic well-being of the UK, to preserve national security, or to give effect to an international mutual assistance agreement. The warrant must be proportionate to the goal that it seeks to achieve.\textsuperscript{45}

In a substantial change from the current system used to authorize warrants, the decision of the Secretary of State would then need to be approved by a Judicial Commissioner. When reviewing the decision, the Judicial Commissioner would be required to consider whether the Secretary of State met the test of necessity and proportionality when granting the warrant, using the same criteria as a court would during judicial review,\textsuperscript{46} meaning that the lawfulness of the decision would be determined according to the process the Secretary of State used to make it.\textsuperscript{47} Provided the decision process was reasonable and rational, or in cases where human rights and EU law were involved, the decision was also proportionate to the objective it sought to achieve, the warrant would stand.\textsuperscript{48} The Judicial Commissioner could refuse to approve the warrant if he or she feels that the tests have not been met, and must set out the grounds for the decision in writing. The agency that requested the warrant could then attempt to address the concerns and resubmit the request. If the Judicial Commissioner refused to approve the warrant again, the application could be sent to the Information Commissioner for reconsideration. There would be no further course for appeal if the Information Commissioner refused to approve the warrant.\textsuperscript{49}

In urgent cases, approval of the Judicial Commissioner would not be necessary, but would need to be obtained within three days. If the Judicial Commissioner did not approve the warrant, it would cease to have any effect and the Judicial Commissioner would have discretion to determine what happened to any intelligence or material gathered during the period the warrant was lawfully in effect.

Critics have expressed concern that the judicial oversight provided is too narrow as it looks only at whether the process and reasonableness of the home secretary’s decision rather than the merit and substance of the warrant.\textsuperscript{50}
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3. **Warrant Authorization for the Interception of Communications Data**

The number of authorities that may request a warrant for the interception of communications data is wider and includes the intelligence services, law enforcement agencies, government departments, regulatory bodies, and the National Health Service. A designated person from these agencies may grant a warrant if they are satisfied that it is necessary and proportionate, and related to one of the ten following grounds:

- In the interests of national security
- To prevent or detect crime, or prevent disorder
- In the interests of the economic well-being of the UK if these are also relevant to the national security of the UK
- In the interests of public safety
- To protect public health
- To assess or collect any tax, duty, levy, or charge payable to a government department
- To prevent death, injury, or damage to a person’s mental or physical health, or mitigate any injury or damage
- To assist into any investigation into the miscarriage of justice
- To assist in the identification of any person who has died or who is unable to identify themselves due to a physical or mental condition
- To exercise functions relating to the regulation of financial services and markets or financial stability

Except in urgent cases, prior to granting the authorization, the designated senior officer would have to consult with “an officer in a relevant public authority trained to facilitate lawful acquisition of communications data and effective cooperation between public authorities and CSPs.”

4. **Interception of Internet Connection Records**

The interception of Internet connection records is provided for in clause 59, which states that these records may only be obtained to identify the sender of an online communication, the communication service a person has used, where the person has accessed illegal content, which Internet service is being used, and when and how it is being used. Any authorization obtained
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51 Investigatory Powers Bill 2015-16, HL Bill 40, clauses 58(7). This substantively re-enacts the provisions contained in Chapter 2, Part 1 of RIPA. Clauses 66 and 69 list the public authorities that may obtain communications data under these provisions; the minimum office or rank of the designated senior officer, the types of communications data that may be obtained and the purposes that they may be obtained.

52 HOUSE OF COMMONS LIBRARY, *supra* note 32, at 3. This officer would be known as the single point of contact. Investigatory Powers Bill 2015-16, HL Bill 40, clause 72.

under this provision is valid for one month, although it may be renewed or cancelled. The bill creates a duty on communications service providers to comply, as far as reasonably practicable, with any request for communications data. Information that may be obtained under this section includes communications data for the purposes of identifying a journalist’s source of information. The approval of the Judicial Commissioner is required in cases where a public authority wishes to obtain this information.

In cases where a complex request for data is made, clauses 63–65 would provide the Secretary of State with the ability to establish a “request filter” system, where any material that is not directly relevant to an investigation would be filtered and deleted before the data is supplied. This filter would be overseen by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner, who would be required to submit an annual report on the operation of this system.

These provisions are among the most controversial of the bill. Internet connection records were initially described by the Home Secretary as being the equivalent of an itemized phone bill. The definition of “Internet connection records” has been criticized as being vague. Individuals in the technology sector have expressed concern that the term does not exist within the industry and the information required to be collected is not within a recognized data type. The lack of clarity regarding the meaning of Internet connection records has also led many within the technology sector to express concern that the cost of compliance with the bill, and the impact on businesses and consumers, cannot be accurately assessed.

5. Interception of Communications of Members of Parliament

There has been a convention, known as the Wilson Doctrine, that communications of Members of Parliament should not be intercepted by the Intelligence Services or police. A recent case determined that this doctrine did not have any legal effect, however. The bill places the ability
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of law enforcement to conduct equipment interference and intercept the communications of Members of Parliament on a statutory basis. Prior to approving any warrant to undertake these activities, the Secretary of State must consult with the Prime Minister.  

6. Retention and Use of Intercepted Material

Clause 83 provides the Secretary of State with the ability to issue a retention notice to communications service providers that would require them to retain communications data for up to twelve months. The Secretary of State may issue one of these notices if he or she considers that one of the grounds for issuing an authorization to intercept communications data is met and that the retention is necessary and proportionate. The retention notice can apply to more than one operator and all data or to a specified type of data for up to twelve months. Prior to issuing a retention notice, the Secretary of State must take into account a number of factors, including the benefits of any information obtained from the notice; the potential number of users that the notice relates to; the technical feasibility of complying with the notice; and the effect on the communications service provider. Prior to giving the notice, the Secretary of State should take reasonable steps to consult with any communications service provider to whom the notice relates.

There is a review process for data retention notices by the Secretary of State. In certain circumstances, the specifics of which will be provided for at a later date in regulations, the operator that receives a retention notice may refer the notice back for review by the Secretary of State, who must undertake the review in consultation with the Technical Advisory Board and the Investigatory Powers Commissioner. Until the review is complete, there is no obligation to comply with the requirements in the notice. During the review, the technical requirements and financial consequences of compliance with the notice will be considered, as well as whether the notice is proportionate. The Secretary of State may then affirm, vary, or revoke the retention notice. The Communication Service Provider must have steps in place to ensure that data retained in compliance with the notice is securely stored, protected against unlawful disclosure, and destroyed when it is no longer authorized.

7. Equipment Interference

Equipment interference (also known as computer network exploitation) involves accessing individuals’ devices and computers to obtain data, which includes geolocation, text messages, and emails, and also allows law enforcement agencies to access encrypted communications. The bill provides for the process to authorize equipment interference to obtain communications or private information that would otherwise be an offence under the Computer Misuse Act
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The bill provides for targeted equipment interference, which would authorize the interference with equipment to obtain communications, private information or equipment data, and allow the recipient to get, monitor, examine, and disclose any material obtained as a result of the warrant. Targeted examination authorizes the person to examine material obtained under a bulk equipment interference warrant. As with warrants to intercept communications, warrants for equipment interference may apply to a specific person, group of people, organization, multiple organizations, or a specific location or locations where the equipment is located. The warrant may also be targeted at equipment where there is a link between different people, locations, or organizations if it is necessary for the purposes of a single investigation.

The Secretary of State may issue a warrant to authorize equipment interference upon application by the heads of the intelligence services where it is necessary on the grounds of national security, the prevention or detection of serious crime, or the interests of the economic well-being of the UK, and proportionate to the objective that it is seeking to achieve.

Law enforcement may also obtain a warrant for equipment interference if it is necessary and proportionate for the purposes of preventing and detecting serious crime, or other purposes if necessary to prevent death or serious harm to a person’s physical or mental health. The warrant must be personally signed by the Secretary of State and approved by a judicial commissioner applying the principles of judicial review.

Warrants issued under these provisions continue in force for up to six months, but may be renewed, modified or canceled.

Items covered by legal privilege may be the subject of a targeted equipment interference or examination warrant and in these cases, the warrant would need to specify that it is the intention to obtain this information, and exceptional and compelling circumstances must exist to justify the warrant.

As with warrants to intercept communications, communications service providers have a duty to assist with the implementation of any equipment interference warrant and must take all steps necessary to give effect to the warrant. The bill contains provisions that aim to not unreasonably burden providers when complying with its provisions. Communications service providers are not required to take any steps that are not reasonably practicable for them to take; however, the
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Secretary of State may enforce on any person in the UK the duty to comply with a warrant. This may be done through civil proceedings for an injunction or specific performance of a statutory duty under section 45 of the Court of Session Act 1988, or through proceedings to obtain “any other appropriate relief.”

Safeguards must be in place to protect any data acquired by the warrant, and equivalent safeguards to those that exist in the UK must be in place before any material is shared with an agency located overseas. The offense of unauthorized disclosure applies to the details or existence of a warrant, and to any material obtained under it.

There have been numerous objections to the proposed equipment interference provisions in the bill, with critics claiming that the bill does not acknowledge the “dangers inherent with equipment interference.”

8. Warrants for Bulk Data

The bill provides for a number of warrants that would authorize the acquisition of data in the form of bulk interception warrants, bulk communications warrants, bulk equipment interference warrants, and bulk personal dataset warrants.

Bulk communication warrants would enable the collection of bulk communications of individuals outside the British Islands, which includes the UK, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle of Man, followed by the selection of specific communications to be reviewed. Warrants would only be issued where the main purpose it to obtain overseas communications or other data on specific grounds, one of which must be national security. The heads of the intelligence services, or someone acting on their behalf, would be responsible for applying for a warrant, which must be personally signed by the Secretary of State and approved by a Judicial Commissioner.

The provisions that apply to bulk interception warrants also apply to bulk acquisition warrants. The main difference is that these warrants would be available for domestic communications, and communications service providers could be required to disclose specific communications data, or they may be required to obtain and then disclose data if they do not have it. A targeted examination warrant is required to examine material of any person within the British Islands.

Bulk equipment interference warrants would allow the collection of data relating to a number of devices and enable the intelligence services to collect data from a number of devices without
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targeting specific people, equipment, or activities. These warrants aim to obtain overseas-related communications, private information, or equipment data. As with bulk interception, a targeted examination warrant is required to examine material of any person within the British Islands.\(^{85}\)

Warrants may also be obtained for bulk personal datasets. This would enable the intelligence services to apply for two types of warrants to intercept datasets in bulk. A class warrant would enable the intelligence services to retain and examine bulk datasets about a large class of people that must be described in the warrant, and the majority of people within this class are not of interest to the agencies—for example, a list of people who are in possession of a passport.\(^{86}\) The intelligence services would only be able to retain or examine a bulk personal dataset with a warrant under these provisions if the material does not fall under another warrant provided for in the bill.

A “specific warrant” is also provided for in the bill, which would allow the intelligence services to retain and examine bulk personal data that is described in the warrant.\(^{87}\) These warrants would be necessary if the dataset does not fall in a class of information that could be covered by a class warrant, the dataset contains novel or new information, or in cases where the “dataset may raise issues of sensitivity such that it would be appropriate for the Secretary of State to issue a specific warrant.”\(^{88}\) In cases of both types of warrants, no data that is held in the bulk dataset may be examined unless it is necessary for the operational purposes specified in the warrant.\(^{89}\) Only trained staff may access the datasets, and any search “must be justified on the basis of necessity and proportionality and for one of the authorised operational purposes.”\(^{90}\)

The Secretary of State must authorize warrants for bulk personal datasets and specific warrants and believe that it is necessary on the grounds of national security, serious crime, or economic well-being of the UK where relevant to national security. The warrant must be proportionate to the objective that it seeks to achieve and satisfactory arrangements must be in place to handle data. The warrant must then be approved by a Judicial Commissioner.\(^{91}\)

Warrants continue in force for up to six months, and may be renewed, modified or cancelled. In cases where the warrant expires or is cancelled, in order to retain and examine the dataset a new warrant must be applied for within three months.\(^{92}\) UK datasets from the UK must be examined
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within three months, and datasets originating from overseas must be examined with six months.\textsuperscript{93} Provisions that allow for bulk interception and interference have been among the most controversial in the bill, with many critics asserting that it provides intelligence agencies with the ability to undertake mass surveillance.\textsuperscript{94} Critics argue that the routine collection of bulk information gives rise to privacy concerns and that gathering data should be as targeted as possible.\textsuperscript{95}

9. Encryption

The Secretary of State may issue a national security notice to communication service providers that would require them to take steps that are necessary and proportionate in the interest of national security. These notices could require conduct, such as the “provision of services or facilities to assist an intelligence service to carry out its functions more effectively.”\textsuperscript{96}

The Secretary of State, after consulting with the technical advisory board and any affected communication service provider, would be able to use regulations to impose obligations on communication service providers in the form of technical capability notices to help facilitate assistance in response to warrants under the bill. These obligations could include removing electronic protection to any communications or data.\textsuperscript{97} The communications service provider can only be required to remove encryption that it has applied, or that it has had a third party apply on its behalf.\textsuperscript{98} Prior to issuing a notice that imposes obligations to remove electronic protection, the Secretary of State must take into account the technical feasibility and cost of compliance.\textsuperscript{99} The communications service provider may refer the notice back to the Secretary of State for review, and during this period there is no obligation to comply with the requirements of the notice. During review, the Secretary of State must consult the Technical Advisory Board and Investigatory Powers Commissioner and, after consultation, he or she may then vary, revoke or confirm the notice.\textsuperscript{100}

The Investigatory Powers Bill would replace existing provisions, currently contained in the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act; however, UK technology groups have expressed concerns that clause is unclear as to whether it extends to end-to-end encryption, where the keys are generated for two unique users. TechUK notes that if the provisions of the bill apply to end-to-end encryption it will limit companies’ ability to use security to safeguard customers privacy and security, and would result in UK companies having to weaken the security of products in
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order to comply with the legislation. 101 Major technology companies, including Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Twitter, Yahoo, and Mozilla, have expressed concern that the provisions in the bill would require them to insert “backdoors” into their software to facilitate government access. 102 Concern has also been raised that systems that utilize end-to-end encryption, which service providers currently do not have the capability to decrypt, could be banned in the UK. 103

10. Offenses

In addition to providing for an authorization mechanism for the lawful interception of communications, the bill also provides for the offenses of unlawfully intercepting or obtaining communications. 104 There are monetary penalties for certain unlawful interceptions. 105 The Bill provides restrictions on authorizing interceptions from overseas authorities as well as under mutual assistance agreements.

The bill imposes a duty, with limited exemptions, not to disclose the existence or details of any warrant or intercepted materials obtained under a warrant. It is an offense to do so. 106 This offense is designed to “prevent the ‘tipping-off’ of suspects or subjects of interest that their data has been sought, thus informing them that they are under suspicion.” 107

11. Extraterritorial Application

Provisions relating to the interception of communications data would have extraterritorial application, meaning that communications service providers based overseas that handle communications data of citizens of the UK would be covered by the provisions of the Act. 108


In an amendment, the Government Communication Headquarters and Secret Intelligence Service would be allowed to engage in property interference where the property is located in the UK, removing a current restriction that only allows them to undertake activities involving overseas property. 109
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13. **Oversight**

If enacted, the bill would establish an Investigatory Powers Commissioner and Judicial Commissioners to oversee the implementation of legislation. The three Commissioners that currently oversee the use of investigatory powers would be replaced for the first time by an element of judicial oversight. The Judicial Commissioners would be appointed by the Prime Minister after consultation with senior members of the judiciary and must have held high judicial office.110

In cases where a public authority commits a serious error and fails to comply with a requirement over which the Investigatory Powers Commissioner has oversight, the Commissioner may inform the individual of the error and his or her right to bring a case to the Investigatory Powers Tribunal.111

**B. Reaction to the Bill**

The only committee that has reviewed the draft bill with full security clearance was the Intelligence and Security Committee, which expressed concern that the bill did not cover all the intrusive capabilities of the intelligence services, leaving some of the powers governed by other legislation, and that privacy protections provided in the bill were inconsistent.112 The government reportedly responded to these criticisms only by amending the heading of Part I of the bill from “general protections” to “privacy.”113 This response was strongly criticized in both the press and by human rights groups. *The Independent* noted that

Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee - the only security-checked committee with access to the most sensitive workings of our intelligence agencies - told [government minister] May to place privacy at the heart of the Bill. Her Home Office officials simply added the word “privacy” to a chapter heading. To treat Parliament with such contempt is beneath one of the great offices of state.114

*The Times* expressed concern that police powers were being coupled with those of the Intelligence Services in the bill, opining that the police, unlike the Intelligence Services, had a long history of exploiting powers that were designed to combat crime for other purposes:115

Britain’s security services are known to use their powers discerningly. The same cannot be said about Britain’s police. The House of Commons should be wary of gifting them new powers requiring little oversight from anybody other than senior police officers. The
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home secretary, meanwhile, should not have jeopardised the vital preservation of national security by packaging it alongside new domestic powers that are almost certain to be abused.116

The Guardian has expressed concern that digital surveillance powers are being expanded to an uncomfortable level and that the government has made only minimal concessions after the review of the draft bill. It also expressed concern about the burden on communications providers to now automatically keep a year of Internet connection records,117 and about offenses whose creation was originally justified to tackle terrorism and serious crime being used for other purposes, such as immigration and nationality offenses.118

The most heated issues raised by the bill are those of balancing the privacy of individuals and security, concerns of abuse of these inherently intrusive powers, and how much the public should be made aware of the exercise of these powers.119 Other concerns involve the technology sector, whose cooperation is essential to the successful operation of the Act. The UK’s technology industry has raised concerns that the proposed measures may not be feasible to implement, and will have a significant financial impact upon industry and result in a loss of competitiveness in the UK’s technology sector.120 Concerns have also been raised about the cost and security implications of the collection and retention of such large volumes of sensitive data and that the provisions that regulate and govern it are not sufficiently clear, as well as the question of who will bear the costs of the implementation.121 Given the financial burden on communications service providers that compliance with the provisions in the bill may cause, clause 222 provides that the government would contribute towards any costs incurred when complying with the bill.122
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SUMMARY

Electronic intelligence falls within the domain of the Member States of the European Union (EU), who have sole responsibility for safeguarding their internal security. Electronic surveillance conducted by national law enforcement authorities is inherently linked to the right to privacy and personal data protection. Such rights are enshrined in European Union treaties and secondary legislation as well as in Conventions adopted by the Council of Europe and in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which binds EU Members. The Charter of Fundamental Rights and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms guarantee the rights to privacy and personal data protection to everyone within the jurisdiction of the EU Member States. Legal issues arising from electronic surveillance that may infringe on the human rights of individuals are not subject to review by the Court of Justice of the EU. Aggrieved individuals, upon exhausting legal remedies at the national level, may bring their cases to the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg for a final review.

Following the Snowden revelations in the United States and press reports of mass electronic surveillance conducted by law enforcement authorities of several EU Members, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on the US NSA Surveillance Programme, Surveillance Bodies in Various (EU) Members States and Their Impact on EU Citizens’ Fundamental Rights. Moreover, the United Nations General Assembly, in a resolution adopted in 2013, urged UN Members to review their legislation on secret surveillance.

In February 2016, the EU and the United States signed an umbrella agreement on the protection of personal data and privacy for law enforcement purposes.

I. Introduction

Under European Union (EU) treaties, foreign electronic surveillance conducted by national law enforcement authorities of the twenty-eight EU Member States falls within the domain of the EU Members. The Treaty on European Union provides that “national security remains the sole responsibility of each Member State,”¹ and, hence, the EU arguably lacks competence to legislate in this area. Moreover, based on the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU, the Court of Justice of the EU does not have jurisdiction over cases that involve surveillance conducted by national authorities in order to safeguard the internal security of the EU Members.²

In conducting electronic surveillance, either foreign or domestic, EU Members are required to maintain a balance between the needs of law enforcement authorities and respect for the fundamental rights to privacy, personal data protection, and private and family life, as such rights are guaranteed in domestic legislation, EU law, and international agreements, including the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHRFF) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,\(^3\) by which EU Members are bound. Under settled case law of the European Court of Human Rights, national enforcement authorities are required, when conducting electronic surveillance, to justify such activity against the privacy of individuals on the basis of a law that sets forth clearly defined grounds, including national security and public safety, and adheres to the principles of necessity and proportionality.

A number of EU Member States have been identified as engaging in large-scale surveillance. In the aftermath of the Snowden revelations in the United States, it was reported that a number of EU Members, including France,\(^4\) Germany,\(^5\) Sweden,\(^6\) and the United Kingdom,\(^7\) were allegedly involved in mass surveillance operations in cooperation with the United States. The allegations spurred a debate at the EU level with the European Parliament playing a leading role among the EU institutions by instructing the Civil Liberties Committee to conduct an inquiry. The inquiry led to the adoption of the Resolution on the US NSA Surveillance Programme, Surveillance Bodies in Various EU Members States and Their Impact on EU Citizens’ Fundamental Rights and on Transatlantic Cooperation in Justice and Home Affairs.\(^8\)

## II. Electronic Surveillance: Competence Issues

Competence in the area of surveillance between the EU and its Member States is delineated in a number of articles found in the Treaty on European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (TFEU). Article 4, paragraph 2 of the TEU states that the Union “shall
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respect [the Member States’] essential State functions, including ensuring the territorial integrity of the State, maintaining law and order and safeguarding national security. In particular, national security remains the sole responsibility of each Member State.”9 In a similar vein, article 72 of the TFEU stipulates that title V of the Treaty pertaining to the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice, “shall not affect the exercise of the responsibilities incumbent upon Member States with regard to the maintenance of law and order and the safeguarding of internal security.”10 Moreover, article 73 of the TFEU allows the Member States to “organise between themselves and under their responsibility such forms of cooperation and coordination as they deem appropriate between the [competent national agencies] responsible for safeguarding national security.”11

Whereas electronic surveillance is a state function, as the European Parliament has noted,12 the EU also possesses some competence concerning the internal security of the EU on the grounds of article 67, paragraph 3 of the TFEU. The article states that the EU “shall endeavor to ensure a high level of security, through measures to prevent and combat crime.”13 The EU has exercised such competence by legislating and concluding international agreements, such as the Terrorist Financing Tracking Programme (TFTP) and Passenger Name Record (PNR) Agreement with the United States,14 designed to fight terrorism and other forms of serious crime, and by establishing agencies, such as EUROPOL15 and the Office of the EU Counter-terrorism Co-ordinator, tasked with combating terrorism and organized crime.16 The Parliament takes the position that the EU enjoys competence in the field of security because of the overlap of the notions of “national security,” “internal security,” “internal security of the EU,” and “international security.”17

A corollary of the EU’s lack of competence in the area of surveillance is its lack of authority to legislate on secret surveillance in order to limit it and/or impose stricter safeguards. In the event that the Commission, using its right of initiative, introduced legislation on the subject, it would not be enforceable given the lack of jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice on security matters.
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III. Privacy and Personal Data Protection Issues

Electronic surveillance inevitably involves the collection and storage of personal data, access by law enforcement authorities to such data, and the possible infringement of the rights to privacy and the protection of personal data.

Under EU law, the right to privacy and the right to protection of personal data are two distinct fundamental human rights. These rights are also guaranteed in the legal systems of the EU Member States and in international agreements to which the EU parties are signatories, including the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHRFF).

The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFR), which acquired binding status on December 1, 2009, recognizes the right to privacy in article 7 and the right to the protection of one’s personal data in article 8. Furthermore, article 8 reaffirms the principle that personal data must be processed fairly and for specific purposes, based on the consent of the individual concerned or some other legitimate purposes laid down by law. It also recognizes the right of individuals to access the data collected and the right to have it rectified, in case of inaccuracy or incompleteness. Compliance with such rules is entrusted to the control of an independent authority established by the EU Member States. The right to personal data may be restricted by law in order to strike a balance with the freedoms and rights of others and public safety and security, subject to the principle of proportionality, which is established in the EU and in the legal systems of the Member States.

The TFEU recognizes the right of every individual to his/her personal data—that is, individuals own their data. It also introduced a new and specific legal basis for the adoption of rules on data protection and granted authority to the EU legislative bodies (Parliament and Council) to adopt rules concerning the processing of personal data in the field of judicial cooperation in
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criminal matters, and police cooperation in the cross-border and domestic processing of personal data.\textsuperscript{23}

The right to respect for private and family life, home, and correspondence is established in article 8 of the ECHRFF, to which all EU Members are also participating states as members of the Council of Europe.\textsuperscript{24} The ECHRFF recognizes, however, that there are circumstances in a democratic society where it may be necessary for the state to interfere with this right, but only in accordance with the law and for certain clearly defined grounds, such as national security, public safety, economic well-being, the prevention of crimes, and the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.\textsuperscript{25} When such interference by public authorities acting in their official capacities does occur, article 13 of the ECHRFF requires a means of redress for the affected individual.\textsuperscript{26}

A. Directive 95/46/EC on Personal Data Protection

Directive 95/46/EC on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data is the basic framework legislation in the EU on personal data protection.\textsuperscript{27} The Directive provides strong protections applicable to the processing of personal data of persons living within the jurisdiction of the EU Member States. Pursuant to Directive No. 95/46/EC on personal data protection, the ownership of personal data belongs to individuals who have legal rights over the collection and processing of personal data. One of the key requirements for the processing of personal data is that the data subject must unambiguously give his/her consent, after being informed that his/her data will be processed.

Pursuant to the Directive, the data subject has the right of access, as provided for in article 12, which means that the data subject is entitled to information regarding any processing of his/her data, the purposes of processing, the categories of the data, and the recipients of the data.\textsuperscript{28} The basic principles governing the processing of one’s personal data are the following:

- **Finality:** Data must be collected for an explicit, specific, and legitimate purpose.
- **Transparency:** Individuals must be informed of the data collected and the purpose of collection.
- **Legitimacy:** Processing must be occur for a legitimate reason pursuant to article 7 of the Directive.
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- Proportionality: The personal data collected must be adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relation to the purpose of collection.
- Accuracy and Retention of the Data: Individuals’ records must be accurate and up to date. False or inaccurate data must be corrected.

Directive 95/46/EC will be repealed on May 25, 2018, and replaced by Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).²⁹ Regulation 2016/679 will be applicable as of May 25, 2018.³⁰

In addition to the above Regulation, the EU adopted Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with regard to the Processing of Personal Data by Competent Authorities for the Purposes of the Prevention, Investigation, Detection or Prosecution of Criminal Offences or the Execution of Criminal Penalties, and on the Free Movement of Such Data, and Repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA.³¹ Member States have an implementation deadline of May 6, 2018, to comply with this Directive.³²

Intelligence activities conducted by national law enforcement authorities that involve national security issues or issues concerning the common foreign and security policy of the EU fall outside the scope of Regulation 2016/679 and Directive 2016/680.³³

B. Confidentiality of Communications

Confidentiality of communications is a principle enshrined in the legal systems of the EU Member States. At the EU level, confidentiality of communications is stipulated in Directive 2002/58/EC Concerning the Processing of Personal Data and the Protection of Privacy in the Electronic Communications Sector (Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications).³⁴

---
³⁰ Id. art. 99.
³² Id. art. 63.
³³ Id. Preamble (16).
particular, article 5 of the Directive requires that EU Members “prohibit listening, tapping, storage or other kinds of interception or surveillance of communications and the related traffic data by persons other than the users, without the consent of the users concerned, except when legally authorized to do so in accordance with article 15(1).”

C. Exemptions

Interception or surveillance is permitted on the grounds of national security; defense and public security; and the prevention, investigation, detection, and prosecution of criminal offenses or of unauthorized use of an electronic communications system, as referred to in article 13(1) of Directive 95/46/EC.

EU Members are also allowed to adopt legislation on data retention for a limited period and based on the same grounds provided above.

D. Data Retention

Prior to its invalidation in April 2014, Directive No. 2006/24/EC (the Data Retention Directive) required the providers of publicly available electronic communications services or public communications networks to retain traffic and location data belonging to individuals or legal entities. Such data included the calling telephone number and name and address of the subscriber or registered user, user IDs (a unique identifier assigned to each person who signs with an electronic communications service), Internet protocol addresses, the numbers dialed, and call forwarding or call transfer records. The retention period was to last for a minimum period of six months and up to two years, and the sole purpose of processing and storing the data was to prevent, investigate, detect, and prosecute serious crimes, such as organized crime and terrorism. The content of the communications of individuals was not retained.

On April 8, 2014, the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) issued a judgment declaring the Directive invalid. The Directive was challenged on the grounds of infringement of the right to private life, and the right to the protection of personal data of individuals, as guaranteed in articles 7 and 8, respectively, of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.

---

35 Id. art. 5(1).
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In examining the issue of interference with the rights to privacy and the protection of personal data, the CJEU made the following observations:

- The obligation imposed on providers of electronic communications services or public communications networks “constitutes in itself an interference with the rights guaranteed by article 7 of the Charter,”
- Access of the national authorities to data “constitutes a further interference with that fundamental right,” and
- The interferences described above also violate the right to protection of personal data.\(^{40}\)

The CJEU reasoned that the Directive did not establish clear and precise rules that regulate the “extent of interference with the fundamental rights of Art. 7 and 8 of the Charter.”\(^{41}\) Therefore, it concluded that the Directive “entails a wide-ranging and particularly serious interference with those fundamental rights in the legal order of the EU, without such an interference being precisely circumscribed by provisions to ensure that it is actually limited to what is strictly necessary.”\(^{42}\)

The CJEU also held that the security and protection of personal data cannot be fully guaranteed in the absence of review of compliance by an independent authority of the rules on data protection, as required by article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights.\(^{43}\)

In September 2015, the Commission announced that, following the CJEU’s decision, it has no plans to introduce new legislation on data retention at the EU level. Therefore, EU Members are free to adopt national rules on this issue.\(^{44}\)

E. EU-US Agreement

On June 2, 2016, the European Union and the United States signed the Agreement on the Protection of Personal Data Information Relating to the Prevention, Investigation, Detection and, Prosecution of Criminal Offenses.\(^{45}\) The Agreement covers all personal data, such as names, addresses, and criminal records that will be exchanged between the EU and the US for the purposes of the prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution of criminal offenses, including terrorism.\(^{46}\) In addition, the Agreement will provide safeguards and guarantees the

\(^{40}\) Id. paras. 34–36.

\(^{41}\) Id. para. 65.

\(^{42}\) Id.

\(^{43}\) Id. para. 66.


\(^{46}\) Agreement Between the United States of America and the European Union on the Protection of Personal Information Relating to the Prevention, Investigation, Detection, and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses (Draft for
lawfulness of data transfers, and will improve and facilitate EU–US law enforcement cooperation. The Agreement will enter into force one month after both parties exchange notifications that their domestic ratification procedures have taken place. At the EU level, the European Parliament must give its consent to conclude the Agreement.

### IV. Case Law

#### A. Jurisdiction

Legal challenges to intelligence operations on the grounds of infringing the rights of the individual (such as the right to privacy freedom of expression, and a remedy) or because the intelligence operations are not conducted in accordance with the applicable law and are in violation of the standards of necessity and proportionality are not subject to review by the Court of Justice of the EU, as explicitly stated in article 276 of the TFEU:

> in exercising its powers regarding the provisions of Chapters 4 and 5 of Title V of Part Three relating to the area of freedom, security and justice, the Court of Justice of the European Union shall have no jurisdiction to review the validity or proportionality of operations carried out by the police or other law enforcement services of a Member State or the exercise of the responsibilities incumbent upon Member States with regard to the maintenance of law and order and the safeguarding of internal security.

Such challenges can be brought before the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), however. In general, the ECHR has found that the “mere existence of legislation allowing secret surveillance constitutes an interference with private life such that the necessity and legality requirements of article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights must be met.” The ECHR has also found that emails, telephone communications, faxes, and Internet usage fall within the ambit of article 8 of the Convention.

As far as the legality requirement, the ECHR has a strict requirement that surveillance activities must be based on a law and not conducted as matter of policy.

---
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B. Case of Szabó and Vissy v. Hungary

In January 2016, the ECHR issued a critical judgment on mass surveillance issues in the case of *Szabo and Vissy v. Hungary*.\(^{52}\) Two applicants challenged 2011 legislation that permitted broad surveillance activities of the Hungarian Anti-Terrorism Task Force, on the grounds that it violated the applicants rights to privacy, home, and correspondence. The ECHR ruled against Hungary because the contested legislation violated the rights of the applicants, due to sweeping secret surveillance, the lack of notification of surveillance measures, and other effective safeguards.\(^{53}\) As far as *ex ante* (prior) authorization, the ECHR held that it is not mandatory, as long as there is *ex post* judicial control. However, the ECHR ruled that Hungary failed to meet this requirement as well.\(^{54}\)

The ECHR has developed a number of minimum standards to which the national laws of the Member States of the Council of Europe must adhere, in order to avoid abuses of power and future litigation by affected or concerned individuals.\(^{55}\) These standards include: (a) a description of the nature of the offenses that may give rise to an interception order; (b) identification of the categories of people who are likely to have their telephones tapped; (c) a limit on the duration of telephone tapping; (d) the procedure to be followed for examining, using, and storing the data obtained; (e) the precautions to be taken when communicating the data to other parties; and (f) the circumstances in which recordings may or must be erased or the tapes destroyed.\(^{56}\)

A decision to authorize surveillance activity must be given by an independent body prior to initiation of such activities; it is not necessary that the body that gives authorization is judicial as long as it enjoys independence from the executive.\(^{57}\) The ECHR has accepted the practice of governments to waive authorization in emergency situations in order to expedite an operation, or where, due to the circumstances, authorization is not possible.\(^{58}\)

As the ECHR has emphasized, especially in cases where prior authorization is not possible, the *ex post* review of government surveillance, either judicial or otherwise, is absolutely essential.\(^{59}\) That oversight, which must be performed by an independent external body, is also recommended by the UN Rapporteur on Human Rights. In its 2010 Report on Compilation of Good Practices on Legal and Institutional Frameworks and Measures that Ensure Respect for Human Rights by Intelligence Agencies While Countering Terrorism, Including on Their Oversight, the UN

---
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Rapporteur suggested that oversight be exercised by at least one institution fully independent of both the intelligence services and the political executive.60

Finally, an individual must be provided with an effective remedy through an existing complaint mechanism where one may raise allegations of violations of privacy rights.61

V. Large-scale Surveillance and Compatibility with Human Rights

As stated above, at the EU level, large-scale surveillance conducted by government agencies of the EU Member States has raised concerns as to the compatibility of such activities with human rights standards.

The Parliament’s Resolution on the US NSA Surveillance Programme, Surveillance Bodies in Various EU Members States and Their Impact on EU Citizens’ Fundamental Rights, mentioned above,62 is a political statement lacking binding force. It urged EU Members to discontinue the mass collection of data and to ensure that national laws and policies on electronic surveillance are in line with EU and Council of Europe standards. It also proposed to establish at the EU level a high-level group to monitor progress. In April 2014, the Parliament also requested the EU Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) to conduct research on the impact of large-scale surveillance on fundamental rights and to review whether individuals whose data are collected by intelligence agencies have adequate remedies against such practices. The FRA’s final report will be published in 2017.63

Similarly, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution on December 18, 2013, urging UN Members to respect the right of privacy in digital communications and to review their legislation and practices on secret surveillance.64

A 2013 study conducted by the Directorate General for Internal Policies of the European Parliament, entitled National Programs of Mass Surveillance of Personal Data in EU Member States and Their Compatibility with EU Law, examines mass surveillance practices in four EU countries: France, Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.65 The study
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indicates that cooperation with foreign intelligence services appears to be a common practice. The study cites the so-called “Five Eyes” network, which comprises the US, UK, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, that originated from a 1946 multilateral agreement for cooperation in signals intelligence, and which has extended over time in terms of activities (Echelon, and now Fornsat). The US also engages in cooperative relationships with “second-tier” and “third-tier” partners such as France and Germany.

The report indicates that some legal regimes operate on the basis of orders issued by special courts (for instance, in Sweden), while others were based on warrants issued by the government (the UK and Netherlands) or through an authorization role accorded to specially appointed oversight bodies (Germany, France, and Netherlands).

With regard to oversight, the report found that in several Member States oversight bodies encounter a number of constraints that limit their ability to scrutinize the intelligence agencies’ surveillance practices. In Sweden, the two main oversight institutions—the intelligence court and the Statens inspektion för försvarsunderrättelseverksamheten (Siun, State Inspection for Defense Intelligence Activity)—are deemed to be insufficiently independent. France’s main oversight body, the Commission nationale pour les interceptions de securité (CNCIS, National Commission for Security Interceptions), was found to be substantially constrained in its reach, because it has limited administrative capacity. The report also identified gaps in the UK’s intelligence oversight regime, as evidenced by the statement released in July 2014 by the Intelligence Security Committee on the Government Communications Headquarters’ (GCHQ’s) alleged interception of communications under the PRISM program.

The report also found that the surveillance programs operated by the Member States endanger the EU principle of “sincere cooperation,” enshrined in article 4.3 of the Treaty on the European Union, because they compromise compliance with existing EU-level mutual assistance and cooperation legal regimes and lawful searches between EU Member States and with the US, and also compromise the internal security of the EU.